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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD,

Telephones:

Southampton 20855 (STD 0703)
West End 4651 (STD 04218)
after 7 p.m.

DOES YOUR LOCAL
HOBBIES SHOP STOCK

SOUTHAMPTON

IT PAYS TO USE

25 mm. Miniature Figurines

15 mm. Miniature Figurines

S02 OPA

Directors:

NEVILLE DICKINSON M.I.C.M.

RICHARD DICK' HIGGS D.Art.

HAVE YOU ASKED
THEM IFTHEY WILL?

THE BEST NAME IN WARGAME FIGURES

ABSDLUTE AUTHENTICITY FOR THE DISCERNING
AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED STOCKISTS

OR

FIGURE PRICE LIST

Infantry 8p
Rider 9p
Horse lip
15 mm ISp

WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER AND

MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR
8p Up to £

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME !

Postage & Package
UptoEl lOp

£2 15p
£3 20p
£5 25p

■  £10 35p

OUR DESPATCH DEPARTMENT ARE DOING THEIR VERY BEST TO KEEP UP WITH INCREASED
ORDERS. WE APOLOGISE FOR ANY DELAYS

NEW FULL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW 50p

Stamped Addressed Envelope PLEASE with all Inquiries.

MEET US AT THE MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION

The exclusive and competent manufacture of our figures in the U.S.A. Capably by

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD. INC.
BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 tei. 91..393 sik

U.S.A.

CATALOG

$1.25



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

BMW's OWN
^ ARII 14/B scale
Tractor & Trailer
Tractor & i55mm Gun

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

IMPORTS LIQU-A-PLATE—NOWIN FIVE COLOURS!

am® AND RECONNAISm-E WCKf

1. Aluminium place
2. Dark Anodic Grey (or steel) to simu*

lace dark anodised panels as on Boeing
247D airliner or steel parts of any
model.

3. Titanium. Matched to real panels of
flying aircraft. For Models of F-iOO
Super Sabre, F-4E Phantom II, etc.,
rear section.

4. Jet exhaust. Matched to real flying
aircraft, a very dirty dark brown-
brown-grey colour for jet aircraft.

Si Bronze. Matched to the shade of a new
Bristol radial engine nose exhaust
collection ring, such as on Beaufighter.

For use with spray guns, Badger, etc.
They may be left dull or polished to the
degree of lustre required. They are'inter-
mixable and in jars. After spraying and/or
polishing the model can be sealed with
the special sealer.
LIQU-A-PLATE, state colour 70p
SEALER per jar 70p

BMW-ALPHA 54mm DIORAMAS

"k MA^S i/3S scale
US 3/4 ton Weapons carrier £2.4
US Command & Recce truck £2.4
US M-6 37mm A/tank gun carriage £2,1
US 11 ton Personnel carrier £2.9

^  Dnest WRITING
and PAINTING BRUSHES
A BMW direct import from Japan.

FINE BRUSHES FS 20p FM 25p
FLATS F2 20p F4 22p F6 24p
ROUNDS RO I5p Rl I6p R2 I7p

R4 18p

MIXED SET OF 5 BRUSHES as packed 98p

POSTAGE
Minimum Charge I5p
Orders up to £1 ISp
£l-£2 30p
^2-£3 40p
£3-£4 50p YIIMhG
^4-£I0 60p japa»^4
Over £10 post free

A new range of diorama accessories, each
sheet vacuum formed best quality white
polystyrene sheet. 15 thou, each sheet
approx 12" x 6" and 27p each except
Sheet AA8 18" x 18" at 42p.
AAI Paving stones
AA2 Random cobble stones
AA3 Stone walls

AA4 Rocks and boulders
AA5 Six bases 2" x 2" for 4 figures plus

rocks and boulders

AA6 Four bases 4' x 2^" for mounted
figures plus tree stump and fallen

AA8 Country Lane, ideal for Historex
Gun team or 1/35 scale armour

42p each
AA9 Regular cobble stones with central

gulley
AAIO Cobble stones with pavement and

kerbs
AAI I Stone brickwork

AAI2 Windows

AAI3 Doors
AAI4 Modern Brick

AAI5 Modern tile

all 27p each

★ these BMW SPECIAL IMPORTS ARE
AVAILABLE TO OTHER TRADERS

Ask our Home Trade Order Department

WAR GAME RULES

Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now In
third edition 90p

I750-I8S0 for use with 20. 25 and 30mm
figures, easily adapted (or 12^ and
15mm figures 40p

1925-1975.Infantry action. Based on the
Infantry scale for 54mm figures each Mp

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for ail aspects of tactical land
action. For '20' figures and models 90p

Reference Book*

Armies of theBdacedonian & Panic Wars.
Covers period 350-150 BC , £(.30

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome
I50BC-AD600 £1.75

HITLER'S CAR

We apologise for the delay in sending these
kits but we have been promised delivery
several times but the date keeps being put
back. We will dispatch all outstanding
orders the same day as the kits reach us. If
you have not yet ordered, order now and
your kit will be dispatched the following
day. The price is £2.72.

NEW KITS by TAMIYA
TEXACO MAftteORO I 12 scale tS.SS
FLH I200HARIEV DAVIDSON US scale tlltS
QUAD LORRY lor Field Artillery O.t)
COMING SOON—OLIAD LORRY with GUN ft
LIMBER t2.M. Order for first delivery.

Please add 8% to grand total of JPwIB
goods and postage.

OVERSEAS POSTAGE !
AND PACKING EXTRA

BMW HAVE NOW

ADDED A m"''

HOME TRADE ^
Q P Q g P DEPT Chechoslovakian 1/72

Aero L-29 Dolfin

for personal service to every small Avis B.534
retailer. Other B.M.W. Depts. are: Hyushin I l-lO/Avia 8-33 La 7

ir^ . ufo!'5 328 fONLYlRetail Mail Order La-7 ■ 52p
Trade Orders EACH

HOME ★ L.S. 1/72 scale
Retail Mail Orders VVillow Type 93 Intermediate
Home Trade Orders Trainer with floats

and naturally visitors VViilow Type 93 Intermediate
are always we come to Trainer with wheels

OUR SHOP 75p

""

MATCHBOX MILITARY
i/76 scale

Sherman Firefly Tank
Comet Tank 28p
Panther Tank each
Panzer III Tank

Coloured Catalogue and
Price List lOp.

NEW CAMEO FIGURES
54nnm

CAI W.S.Churchill
CA6 Baron von Richthofen
CA8 General Patton 88p
CA9 Luftwaffe pilot each
CAIO Roughrider

A-CENTRAL 1/72 AIRCRAFT THE ULTIMATE IN KITS
Douglas Skyhawk A40
MIG 19 Farmer B
Hawker Hunser F6
Dassault Mirage 3C

r MANIA 1/72 scale

New-Kate double kit
Type 97 carrier,
attack bomber

Kate-B5N2
Sonia double kit (two

versions)

THE ELEPHANT 88 mm A T GUN Model 43/1

TANK^STROYER TIGER (P) Scale 1/16 by IMAI

Prie* of hit <128 plut VAT

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES KING WHITE FIGURES 54mm 1-20only av^lable now
G

Illustrated
is model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents: 200 airbrush, air
l ine, power pack connector, 4
jars, power pack. Instruction
leaflet and guarantee £19.54,

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line, power pack connector, 2
jars, instruction leaflet £5.05

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun I
Set. Contents: 250 spray qun,
airline power pack connector, 5
jars, power pack, instruuttoo
leaflet £6.36

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air Com
pressor with adaptor £37.50

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with lid I9p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12

10 ft. air hose £2.16
50-00! 6 ft. air hose £1.69
100 XF Super fine line Air

brush with cup £25.00
100 IL Super fine line Air

brush with jar £25.00
20oz. prcpellant £1.00
l2oz. propellant 70p
BADGER PRESS & PAINT
250 gun, connector & Hose plus
4 Patra paints, I thinner £6.69

erman Figures 24 Afrika Corps Infantryman
1  Infantry, rifles slung advancing with briefcase
2 Officer, peaked cap walking out dress 25 Officer peaked cap binoculars
3 Afrika Corps Infantryman, advancing, 26 Paratrooper with chute

shorts 27 infantry Officer pointing
4  Paratrooper, kneeling with small arms 28 NCO at ease
5 NCO Paratrooper, kneeling auto weapon 29 Infantryman rifle slung
6  Infantry Officer pointing
7 Officer cap, forage pointing
8 Afrika Corps Infantryman advancing
9 NCO at ease
10 Afrika Corps Infantryman arm raised
1 1 Afrika Corps Infantryman despatch case
12 Paratrooper at ease
13 Paratrooper throwing grenade
20 Paratrooper grenade stance
21 Afrika Corps Infantryman shorts
22 Afrika Corps NCO arm raised
23 NCO Paratrooper kneeling with small arms

30 Officer forage cap pointing
31 Paratrooper small arms
32 Paratrooper throwing grenade
Japanese
14 Infantryman aiming rifle
British Figures
15 Infantryman aiming bren
16 Infantryman sten gun kneeling
17 Lieutenant small arms
18 Infantryman sten gun standing
19 Infantryman grenade stance

46p each

21-32 and FURTHER BRITISH & U.S. FIGURES AVAILABLE SHORTLY

BMWMOOELS, 327-329 HaydonsRd.. Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISIO]^
a power tool for the modeller

Victors Hobbles

Johannesburg S.A.

Seagull Models
Kensington

Michaels Models

N. FInchley

Evingtons
5 Alexandra Road,
GrImsby

City Models & Toy
Elliott St.,
Liverpool 1

F. Knight & Son
Bath Street,
Ablngdon, Oxor.

Avicraft Ltd.
Chatterton Road,
Bromley, Kent

Diameter:
33 mm

Weight: 1 60 g

125 mm

Torgue:
j05 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST

The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand — an optional
extra, but for which s^ace Is provided in the carrying case — for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES — Complete SUPER-30 kit as illustrated (less batteries.
30 £14 30tools)
Mk. II Dril l
Drill only

.00
£3.50
£6.65

p p.p.
17p p.p.
25p p.p.

1. Selection of tools In Super 30 kit.

^Wl//

SUPER-10 Kit In 9)4 x 2 x 4 In. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 In.
long with collets

Sole Distributors:

4. Complete 30 tool kit in
case showing space for
stand

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

SendSAE for illustrated leaflets and order form Tel. 01 977 0878

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS
ACT 1968

Descriptions of equipment
shown are correct at the
time of going to press, but
are subject to alteration.
Details of any alterations
are available on request.
Precision Petite Ltd. reserve
the right to change designs
and technical specifications
without notice.



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

December 1974 additions to range

25mm AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE (AW

AW10 Highland Grenadier, charging (1775)
AW12 Indian firing musket
AW13 Artilleryman holding round
AW 14 Artilleryman holding a rammer
AW15 Artilleryman firing gun
;AW16 Artilleryman manning gun
AW17 Artillery Officer
AW18 British Grenadier, advancing
AW19 British Grenadier Officer
AW20 British Drummer

54mm AMERICAN WAR DF INDEPENDENCE

FDDT FIGURES (F)

F57 Maryland drummer boy
F58 Private Jersey Blues
F59 Civilian 'minute man'

F60 Captain Cherburnes Continental
Regiment

AMERICAN WAR DF INDEPENDENCE CAVA

AWC6 Baylors Dragoon, charging
AWC7 Baylors Dragoon Officer, firing pistol
AWC8 Baylors Dragoon Trumpeter
AWC9 Mounted Infantry Officer

75mm CAVALRY FIGURES (75/C)
75/C3 Plains Indian squatting beside horse,

wearing buffalo headdress
75/C4 Mounted Plains Indian

Long admirers of Cliff Sanderson work, it is
with great pleasure that we welcome Cliff's
new association with our company. Aided and
abetted by his redoubtable friend Norman
Abbey we are certain of new and exciting
things for the future.

,-.'1

54mm ZULU WAR RANGE 1879 (CS)

CS1 British 24th Foot Private, standing firing
CS2 British 24th Foot Private, standing

loading or taking cartridge from pouch
CS3 British 24th Foot Private dead, lying

on back

British 24th Foot Private wielding rifle,
striking with butt
Zulu with shield and assegai
or knobkerry

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

1/1/e recommend vnvn^ncBAV authenticHVIflBlCULi military COLOURS for all our products



NEW!
Micro-tanks

FSU17 Supply Ship

FBD13 Boom Defence Vessel

FGB25 MG.B.(2)

Pershing
KV85

Ostwind AA

T54

Sea Strike
ships 1/3000
MOSKl/A 30p

GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER 25p

GEN.PURP. FRIGATE(Georges Leygues) 25p
A/S FRIGATE (Rothesay) 25p
A/S FRIGATEdribal Class) 25p

GUIDED MISSILE PaTROL BOAT(S4lClass)15p

KINGMAKER DIPLOMACY Wareames rules
A game for any number of players,recnsating NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION a SaS^wA game for any number of players,recnsating NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION

the political & military struggle known as
THE WARS OF THE ROSES

, Post fr^e in UK cS.

STRATEGY
A game of manoevre in

modern naval warfare

2 to 4 players

Post free In UK £3.00

Suffice to say it is the best game on the market
at the present time

^Post free in UK c3.

Confrontation
A tactico strategic game of

Nuclear warfare

2 to 4 players

. Post free in UK

LAND BATTLES

100080 to 1000AD fW.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decaiset)

Early Medieval (Birmingham)
1500-1660 2nd. edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)

Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex)
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.I 1

1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.)

19th Century Warfare (S.L.Warlords)'
Colonial Skirmish Rules

DECLINE
HUNS V GOTHS v VANDALS

all versus THE ROMAN EMPIRE

If you havn t already tried ttiisgame W
It's time you did

tree in UK £ 3.50 j

SEA STRIKE
An ultra modern warfare game
Surface ships, missile systems,submarines,
espionage, military budgets. All the problems
of warfare 1974

vPost free in UK £4.60 i

TRIREME
Boxed Wargames by Decaiset recreating
the tactics and conditions employed by the

Greeks & Persians at the time of the battle
of Salamis 2 to 4 players ^ _

.Post free in UK £4.00,

Starter Pack
The basic starter pack containing all items
necessary for W.W. I I micro gaming
Contents inctude rules, playing surfaces,
dice and micro tanks

Post free m UK tl./O

VERDUN
ACTION W W-l

Can you make the German plan work

free in UK £3.:

BELLONA MICROTERRAIN

DESIGNED FOR I/30G SCALE
MD1 RUINED & INTACT BUILDINGS

PILLBOXES,dragon's TEETH etc

MD2 TRENCHES & GUN POSITIONS

MD3 RIVERS WITH HOUSES & BRIDGE

MD2 & MD3 WOULD BE SUITABLE FOR

L NAPOLEONIC, ACW.,W.W II & MODERN

^  each 66p

CHARIOT
2 to 16 players

SKILL.and CUNNING'
Chariot racing at its best

^Post free in UK

RAR LEV
ARAB/ISRAELI WAR

1973

I F^sf free in UK £5.50.

Raiserine Pass
Late NORTH AFRICAN campaign
WWII

, Post free in UK

l/IZOO METAL SHIPS
DREADNOUGHT C

SEYDLITZ C
TOWN CLASS DD
TRIBAL CLASS DD
NARVICK CLASS DD

WOLF TORPEDO BOAT

T 'TORPEDO BOAT
F CLASS ESCORT

BLACK SWAN CLASS

FLOWER CLASS CORVETTE

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G,I 70p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwarl 60p
World War I Naval ISkytrex) 50p
World War II Naval (Leicaster) 55p

Galactic Warfare Rules 50p

Armies & enemies of
ancient Egypt & Assyria.WRG

£ 2.30

Publications
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic £1.25
Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £1.75
by Phil Barker

Ensign I Warship Profiles King George V
Class £1.20

Ensign II Warship Profiles Dido Class £1.20

The War Fleets of Antiquity £1.75
by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.)

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath £1.75
(W.R.G.)

English Civil War • U.S. publication £1.20

How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott 60p
& Bob Thompson)

Postage & Packing
U.K. RATES — 10% up to £3. min. 5p.

Over £3 free

OVERSEAS RATES

Air mail 60% Up to £3

30% Over £3

25P Dept. MMI, 28 CHURCH STREET

25p WYMESWOLD, LEICS,,Tel,Nott'ham43457



GREENWOOU
LTD

61 WESTBURY ST.,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

HESIDE

Reg. Office: 2 Imperial Drive, North Harrow, Middlesex

historical and military models

i i

UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR, PRUSSIA
Published by Greenwood and Ball

This is the first in a new and exciting
uniform reference series. The volume covers
the Prussian Army of the Seven Years War
and contains 22 uniforms in full colour; 13
standards in full colour and many other use
ful black and white drawings.

All Combattant Nations are dealt with in
subsequent volumes, making up a complete

series of valuable reference books long over
due in this colourful period of military history.

No. 2 — The Austrian Army, is currently
being compiled watch this space for news of
further releases.

Issue 1 will be available from model dealers
and book shops on 9th December, 1974 @
85p or in cases of difficulty, direct from us
(please add lOp postage).

AVAILABLE AT YOUR

LOCAL STORE

In case of difficulty where you
have no local shop write direct.
When doing so please add 107s
to all orders up to £5 (minimum
lOp). Over £5 post free.

CATALOGUE40p

plus 5p postage

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY

Coulter - Bennett Ltd.
12158 HAMLIN STREET NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 81606



JACKIEX FIGURES BRITISH 20inm .

Queen Victoria's Sailors

Seaman Advancing -
Seaman' Standing Firing - N2

Haval Landing Party

Seaman Rifle At Trail - NJ

Naval Officer Advancing - N4

Send S.A.B. For Catalogue Of Full Range

HINCHLIFFE25 mm

FOOT 9p Each MOUNTED 21p

MF 3 11 th-12th century crossbowman
NiF4 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with

spear

MF6 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with
sword

MF7 11th-12th century armoured Inf. with
halberd

WARGAME RESEARCH GROUP, ARMIES

AND ENEMIES OF EGYPT AND ASSYRIA
£2.30

ANCIENT WARGAMES RULES 1000 BC-
1000 AD 80p

ARMOUR/1NF. RULES 90p

NEW FROM BLANDFORD

BOOKS

ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR M II.
UNIFORMS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS £1.

20 mm HINCHLIFFE EQUIPMENT

WORLD WAR II

20 12 German W.W.II lO.Scm Light Field Howicxer L/28
20 23 German W W.lt ISOcm Nebel Werftr
20 i'* German W.W.II 7.5cm Lt, Inf. Gun
V0.25 German W.W II 7.5cm Pak 40
20 2& German W.W.H B.8cm Pak 43
20/27 Brituh W.W.II 17 pdr
20.28 German Hanoring
20/29 Biiiiih W.W.II 7.2 Howicxer

GARRISON 25 mm

FOOT FIGS T^p MOUNTED itp

Officer
Infantryman armoured, tpear and shield, atttckinf
infantryman armoured in reserve
Standard Bearer
Archer armoured, firing bow
Unarmoured Archer
Infantry, full mail armour, spear, shield and bow In case
Infantry unarmoured, spear and shield, attacking
Slinger unarmoured
Cavalry Officer
Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
Assyrian Heavy Chariot and Crew

Standard Bearer
Officer
Drummer
Citizen 1st Class half*armourtd, with spear and i
reserve

Ciiiien Spearman 1st Class attacking with spear
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class acticking
Slinger. Balearic Mercenary
Libyan unarmoured, spear and shield attacking
Spanish Scutris with heavy javelin shield
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer
Cavalryman half-armoured, spear and shield
Spanish Cavalry with spear and shield
War Elephant and Crew

GREEK

Gl Officer wearing Corinthian double-crested helmet
G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite wearing Corinthian helmet, in reserve
G4 Hoplite
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peitast with spear and shield
G7 Slinger
G6 Archer
GIO Spartan Hopliie in reserve

GI3 Peitast with javelin atucking
GC3 Cavalryman, half-armour, spear and shield wearing

Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured. with spear and shield wearing

Boeotian hein;iec
GC5 Cavalryman half-armoured, attic helmet with javelin

Officer
Standard Bearer

Immortal attacking
Infantryman carrying spear, shield and bow in case
Immortal in reserve
Immortal firing bow
Immortal's shield and spear planted in ground
Unarmoured Infantry with tpear. shield and bow in cue, in
reserve'
Infantryman with javelin
Cavalryman, unarmoured with bow in cue
Clibanaris with spear, shield and bow in cue, armoured
horse

Camel Corps armoured with spear, shield and bow in case
Persian Chariot and Crew

77p

ROMAN EMPIRE

REi Tribune
RE2 Centurion
RE3 Signifer
RES Legionary attacking
RE7 Auxiliary with Jeacner armour, tptar and shield
RE8 Slinger
RE 10 Asiatic armoured Archer
REC3 Cavalry armoured, spear and shield

ROMAN REPUBLIC

RRI Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR4 Princeres
RR5 Hastati
RR6 Triari
RR7 Veleii

RRCI Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer

Mail Order: Add 15p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only

TEL. 01 - 427 - 0587

SEt anncp roab.
barroto.niibbx.
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

FEBRUARY 1975

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton 801 SAD
Hants, U.K.

EDITORIAL

This, the first Editorial that I have 3*
written in the year of 1975, seeks to clarify
some misconceptions that appear to he prevalent
in the land.Thj; first, perhaps because 1 am an un-
subtle fellow, greatly surprised me! It came
from the petulant pen of R.W.Morrell whose
personal hair-shirt to be his Newsletter,
which he continues to buy although seemingly
hates its contents. He writes "1 fear that it

is Mr. Featherstone who has singularly missed
the essential complexion of his paper for he
appears to still think of it in identical terms
to those that applied when he was both owner
and Editor." It never occurred to me to think of it in any other way because I am still owner
(albeit part-) and Editor and to me the magazine is produced in the same manner and with identical
aims' as those that have prevailed since 1962. He goes on to write "As the Newsletter is now a
commercially owned paper published, one assumes, for profit not philanthropy, potential authors can
reasonably expect some return for their work rather than permit a commercial undertaking to exploit
their efforts for its gain." Of course, this is completely wrong because, far from making a profit
from the magazine, Roy Belmont-Maitland of Tradition has incurred a steadily increasing financial
loss since taking it over in March 197A. Had Wargamer's Newsletter not been backed by the financial
resources of Tradition it is almost certain that the current economic climate would have forced it
to cease publication, along with MINIATURE WARFARE, some months ago. Tradition are performing a
commendable public service to the hobby by ensuring that its one and only magazine remains alive.

In that connection I would like to point out that this i
Newsletter came out in March last year. Since that time jts
costs which, coupled with treble the price for envelopes and
has placed a great financial burden upon Tradition. This is
the bulk of Newsletter subscribers had their full years subsc
incurring a substantial loss to the publishers on each issue,
some of the fruits, that subscribers will rally round and con
ing others to help bolster our circulation even if the inflat
■subscription costs.

s the twelfth issue since the new style
increased size has quadrupled printing
postage rising from 2^p to 7p per copy,
particularly so when considering that
ription honoured at the old price, thus

It is hoped that, having received
tinue their subscriptions besides seek-
ionary crisis means inevitable rises in

The second misconception arises from a rather pedantic review of my book WARGAMES THROUGH THE
AGES - Volume II in the American magazine Courier (Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association).
Having previously written a glowing review of ray book TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT
CAMPAIGN, I am certain that Arnold J. Hendrick the reviewer has no personal bias and that what he has
written is his sincere and honest opinion. Nevertheless, like many reviewers, he seeks to read into
my manuscript opinions ang aspects that are not intended to be there and then, because he cannot find
them, castigates me for their omission! Yes, the book does lack such items as "Troop frontages,
marching speeds, battle casualty levels" simply because their inclusion would carry the book from its
avowed "pleasure-wargaming" attitude into realms that transform what is basically a game into a
brain-thrashing military exercise.

Finally, the captious Mr. Morrell still accuses this magazine of refusing to publish objective
evaluations of wargaming figures for fear of losing advertising revenue. Old readers will know that
I have never pulled punches or been afraid of speaking my mind in these pages WHEN I FELT MYSELF IN
THE RIGHT but I refuse to join the mischievous ranks of amateur reviewers who damn commercial war-
games figures with unauthoritive and ill-informed criticism. Neville Dickinson of Miniature
Figurines feels much the same as I do about reviewers, having suffered more than most from their mal
practices and in a recent letter to another publication he wrote "I.... submit to any potential or
current reviewer that before they offer any criticism to or about manufacturers products they take a
few lessons on art, especially design, and then appraise any model with the amount of knowledge he
has picked up. All the time it must be remembered that even then he is an untrained, unskilled
amateur when it comes to figure designing." I could not agree more.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; e3.60p. (Overseas £3.85p; U.S.A. j^Il.OO).

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas.
Bank Handling charges.

Subscriptions and Enquiries
Beimont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition, 188 Piccadilly
London. W1V 90A

P.O. Box 4QA
Tel: 01-734 1352
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A "BIBLE" FOR WARGAMERS!

FIREPOWER by Major-General
B.P.Hughes. TlO" x 7i"; 174
pages; 47 page plates; 15 full-
page photos; 16 page diagrams
and 16 maps. Arms and Armour
Press - £4.50p).

1 find it impossible to
speak too highly of this
sumptuous book, finding it a
landmark at a time when the
ready availability of so many
excellent books has perhaps
tended to jade our palates.
More than just finding it
fascinatingly readable, 1
believe it to be an absolute
classic in the field of books
that accurately and realistic
ally mould the perceptions and
rule-formulating of the war-
gamer specialising in this
period i.e. I63O to 1850.

THE FUSLER aMGADE
Of «)• 4tti OMMm

WERLt S BRIGADE

The discerning reader of
military history will long ago ^
.have placed the author. Major- action between Werle's Brigade and the Fusilier Brigade
General B.P.Hughes C.B., C.B.E., Albuera
on his list of writers who know what they are talking about. With such superb volumes as "BRITISH
SMOOTHBORE .ARTILLERY" and "THE BENGAL HORSE ARTILLERY I8OO-I86I" under his belt. General Hughes is
a writer whose outpourings are eagerly anticipated. "FIREPOWER" maintains his highest standards and
the excellence of the text is not only matched by the number and quality of its illustrations but
also by the remarkably fine format, from the striking coloured dust-jacket of Waterloo, by Lionel
Leventhal and the Arms and Armour Press.

Basically, the book presents a graphic assessment of the effectiveness of smooth-bore firearms
on the battlefield and from its text and ^iPlartes;- can be found the answers to such vital wargamins
questions as - & &

How effective was a volley of
the muskets of a battalion? How
many men were killed or wounded

when 500 muskets were fired at 50
yards range? How many casualties
could be accounted to a battery of
guns operating in support of that
battalion? And in what ratios did
guns and muskets inflict casualties
on the enemy?

These are problems that lie at
the very root of formulating war-
games rules, requiring to be authen
tically reproduced just as much as
are table-top qualities of courage,
determination, fortitude, leadership,
skill, dash and endurance. However
well we bestow these qualities on
our miniature warriors, the result
of their conflicts must be affected
by the available weapon-power.

There is no better way to re
veal the manner in which this book
handles the chosen subject than to
reproduce its actual contents list.
It shows that the book commences
with a brief description of the Army
of the period, followed by an
appraisal of the theoretical'- per
formance of those weapons at their
target, both individually and
collectively. Then an examination
is made of those circumstances which
inevitably degraded the theorectical
performance of all weapons in battle;
leading to a realistic estimate of
the performance which could be ex
pected in practice. Finally, the
events of a number of battles are
examined in order to apply practical

Introduction
Period Sequence y Authorities

1. The weapons
Infantry 10 Cavalry 13 Artillery
Pictorial section: The development of small-arms
2. Theoretical performance
T^ Musket 26 Scales of ammunition 35 Estimates ofthe overall
The nfle 29 Records of trials 36 effectiveness

29 The use of different
Rates of fire 35 weapons 41
Pictorial section: The development of artillery
3. Inefhciencies of the battlefield
The aiiiniate target 59 Ground 01 Conclusion
Techracal failures 59 Ammunition supply 61
Human error 60 Smoke 64
Pictorial section: Artillery drill

4. The seventeenth and early eighteenth century
The first appearance of The early eighteenth

firearms 73 century 80
Gustavus Adolphus 75 Conclusion 85
Pictorial section: Seventeenth century musket drill

6. Frederick the Great to Napoleon
Frederick the Great 94 The turn of the

eighteenth century 99
Pictorial section: Musket drill c. 1815

t. Albuera
f. Talavera
I. Bussaco
•. Ferozeshah and the Sikh Wars
19. Conclusion

Bibliography
fndex



tests to the statements of performance that have heen deduced.

The illustration at the top of the last page and on that preceding; give a good idea of the
quality and value of the hook's graphics. In addition I recommend, in particular, the four photo
graphs on pages 24 and 25 which are taken from immediately behind the breech of a smooth-bore muzzle
loading gun which, in the first picture is aimed at a single rank of men some 250 yards from the gun;
the second photo is at the same distance but the men are in double rank; the third photo is taken at
500 yards and the fourth at 600 yards. It depicts with startling clarity the difficulty of accurate
laying even at the moderate fighting range of 600 yards, bearing in mind that the gun had to be com
pletely re-laid after it recoiled on firing and had been run up again on its original gun platform.

The photographs include those of actual weapons of the day, and there are numerous plates of
contemporary prints of battles under discussion. The diagrams, such as number 9 on the preceding
page, are of inestimable value, giving accurate details of rate of fire and casualty affect that can
revolutionise our wargames rules. For example, consider the capability of one gun firing on attack
ing cavalry who cover the first half mile at the trot, the second quarter at a canter and the last
quarter at a gallop. At 1,500 to 650 yards from the gun it can fire seven spherical case-shot; at
650 to 350 yards from the gun two round-shot^' at 350 to 0 yards two case-shot making a total of
eleven rounds loosed off by one gun at the attacking cavalry in the course of their approach. Over
the same distance one gun can fire at attacking infantry nineteen spherical case; seven round-shot;
eight case-shot-; two case-shot;: making a total of thirty-six rounds!

The photographs and illustrations are most useful when making models of various guns and pieces
of equipment and, in the case of those diagrams comparing British and French infantry dispositions
in line and the formations of a battalion, they give valuable information on frontages. Each of the
battles described (see Contents List) have sufficient interesting tactical facets to make them
worthy of reproduction on the wargames table. The information given in this book will make for a
most realistic and authentic simulation.

The last chapter - the conclusion or summing-up - is as thought-provoking as everything else in
the book. For example -

"It can .... be concluded that there was a belt of a depth of between 30 yards and perhaps as
much as 100 yards within which the musket could develop its maximum effect, and that from a range of
100 yards to 200 yards it was capable only of rapidly diminishing results. The same pattern can be
seen in the case of artillery, but with correspondingly longer ranges. All this brings out the fact
that, in the days of short ranged weapons with a low rate of fire, the exact placing of the weapons
and the timing of their use was of supreme importance. And it was in those respects that inspired
commanding leadership could convert what would otherwise have been an inconclusive slogging-match
into victory. The skilful siting and movement of the out-numbered Allied guns and Wellington's quick
perception and readjustment of the broken firing line at Talavera; the placing of Hawker's guns at
Albuera; Wellington's anticipation of the lines of the French attacks at Bussaco and his movement
of the defensive armament to control them; the iron discipline that control)ed & the skill that
directed, the musket-fire of the 18th century; the careful and deliberate direction of the fire at
Gujerat; all of these showed that the outcome of a battle depended to a very considerable extent on
the skill with which commanders placed and moved their firearms rather than allowing them to blunder
into battle."

If you are one of those wargamers who chafe wuen a favourite regiment fails to bring down as
many of the enemy as you feel they ought, then consider the following extract -

"In the middle of the 18th century, under the most favourable circumstances, in the hands of
small numbers of highly skilled and well disciplined infantry and at very short range, it seems that
perhaps twenty per cent of the shots ordered to be fired caused casualties. Between fifteen per
cent and five per cent of the shots apparently misfired, or at least half of those that left the
muzzle failed to reach their mark through a combination of inefficient distribution of fire, in
accurate aiming and, to the greatest extent of all, the eccentricity of the bullet."

What about amending your rules so as to simulate the following aspects of warfare of this
period? " It was the opening volleys, fired with a clear view under perfect control, that
caused many more casualties than were inflicted in the following confused and smoke-impeded exchanges."

A protracted argument that has been filling the correspondence columns of another journal in
recent months finds its answer in the following of General Hughes paragraphs -

"It has been asserted by some authorities, whose judgement is questioned with great reluctance,
that the standard of musketry of British soldiers was generally higher than the French conscripts.
This is much to be expected: the British soldiers had carried out regular live firing practice, but
the French conscripts had often never fired their muskets before being plunged into battle. And
there are, indeed, some indications of such superiority in the figures that have been presented here,
notably in the battle on the ridge at Albuera; but the overall evidence put forward here-is not
strong enough to support a claim for universal superiority."

Finally, the book contains, on almost its last page, a precept that would stand any wargamer in
good stead - "It was ultimately not weapon power but willpower that won battles; and even though
superior weapon power was a powerful lever, it was always a means to an end rather than the end it
self."

I am noted for being a highly acquisitive book collector, displaying a marked reluctance to rid
myself of even the most uninteresting and unsuitable book. I do not think there is any power on
earth that could wrest FIREPOWER by Major-General B.P.Hughes from my bookshelves!



TALKING WARGAMINGTHE ABMY OF FREDERICK THE GREAT ■ W w w - —-

The Prussian infantry battalions were divided into eight companies and arrayed three deep; they
fired volleys with all three ranks of an entire company firing together and then loading in unison.
Simultaneously, other companies would be doing the same to a different timing, so a company-
discharges at an average rate of one every two seconds or faster was the practice. Frederick s
infantry, through their drill, could fire volleys at moderate ranges to disorganise their opponents
and still charge with loaded bayonet-fixed muskets immediately after.

Under its great warrior Kin& the Prussian Army appears to have had no serious weaknesses.
Superlative training and the great co-operation between infantry and artillery with cavalry possess
ing enormous shock potential, made them the model for Europe. During the Seven Years War (1756 to
1763) Frederick's epic struggle against the combined forces of Austria, France, Russia, Saxony and
Sweden gained for his country an important place among European nations.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH - Answer by Philip Haythornthwaite.

With reference to Mr. Monk's query in "Problem of the Month" in the November Newsletter, regard
ing the uniform of the Portuguese Legion. As Mr. Monk refers to the three regiments of infantry and
one of cavalry, I presume he requires the uniform worn when this establishment was in use (after May
1811), the Legion Portugaises having previously comprised six regiments of infantry, two o± cava ry
and a "battery of artillery.

The infantry at this time wore shakos of the "Barretina" pattern (very similar to the "Belgic"
style worn by the British army in 1812-15), with brass plates and chinscales. Jackets were brown with
red collar, lapels and cuffs, all piped white, with white cuff-flaps and turnbacks and white metal
buttons, b^ing in style exactly like those of the French infantry. Fusilier companies wore red
shoulder-straps or brown piped red. Grenadier companies wore red epaulettes and had red shako plumes
S^corL Voltlgeurs Cd yellow over red plumes, green cords and green epaulettes with red "crescents".
Leg wear consisted of brown breeches with black knee-length gaiters, or alternatively white or brown
overalls. Equipment was of the French pattern.

The cavalry were uniformed in the Chasseur a Cheval pattern, in brown Jackets with red collar,
turnbacks and pointed cuffs and red epaulettes. Brown breeches with a red stripe on the outer seam
were worn with "Hessian" boots; the grey service overalls had a double red stripe. Sheepskin
shabraques were cream with red "wolf's teeth" edging; the French-style shakos had white cords and
brass plates. Some officers and perhaps the elite company wore black fur busbies. Weapons and equip
ment were French. Officers of both infantry and cavalry wore silver lace and rank-markings, officers
shaLraques were red with a hroad edging of silver lace.

1 realise these details are brief in the extreme, but should be adequate for painting 25mm
figures. The basic source-material for the above is from contemporary illustrations and documents,
from which two plates in the "Hourtoulle" series were taken. The earlier uniform (1808-1811) is
shown in "Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars" (Blandford Press).

ooOoo

DUIZ OF THE MONTH;

1. Who was killed standing in front of the square at Abu Klea, armed only with a shotgun?

2. Who wrested the white feather plume from the French grenadiers at Quebec?
3. At what battle (outside Britain) did two separate English forces face each other, one on

each side?

A. What was the full name of the standard musket used by the British Army AFTER 1815 (until
the early 18A0's)?

5. Whose Regimental March is "The Lass of Richmond Hill"?

SEE PAGE 13 for answers. ,



THE FLETCHER PRATT PAPER AND PENCIL NAVAL GAME

(Re-printed by kind permission of Fred C.
Davis, from his magazine "BUSHWACKER")

This is a quick game based on the Fletcher
Pratt system for two to four people to play at
lunch, in a study hall, or any other place where
it would be inconvenient to set up ship models.
My friends and I invented it back in high school,
to play in school. All that is required is paper,
pencils, carbon paper, and an agreement on the
sizes and types of ships to be used.

First, establish standard sizes for your
classes of ships, and standard armament and point
values for each. For example, you could have
Battleships mounting 6 guns in y twin-turrets.
Cruisers mounting 4 guns in 2 twin-turrets, and
Destroyers carrying 2 guns in single mountings fore
and aft. The BB's could be one inch long, the
cruisers 1" and the DD's i". We drew rather thick-

P;1 ̂

hit does one point's damage. Each cruiser and DD
carries 4 torpedoes, each of which does 4 points
damage if hitting amidships, or 2 points if hitting
a bow or stern. Unlike the Pratt system, there is no relationship between survival points and fire
power. A ship continues to fire all of its weapons unless there is a direct hit on a turret. Said
"turret-popping" knocks out all guns in the turret. A 50^ loss in point value does cut the ship's
speed i'n half.

You then make knot-metres out of strips of heavy paper or cardboard, preferably using a metric
system. You want a large enough scale so that all ships will be able to move at least one ship
length each turn, but not so large that ships run off the paper. Arbitrarily deciding that battle
ships moved at 24 knots, cruisers at 28 and destroyers at 32, you could nave each centimetre equal
4 knots. Thus, a damaged BB moving at half-speed can clear its last position on its next move. I
would suggest the above as the minimum speeds you would want to use. Slightly faster speeds would
allow more room for surprise and manoeuvre.

The mechanics of play are as follows: You want to use at least 8^ x 11 paper. This is the
largest size which you can easily carry around in a notebook. Each player draws in his fleet on his
side of the paper, without the other player being able to see his placement. All ships on the same
paper are assumed to be within range. The first player picks up his pencil and places it behind his
first ship (or over the bridge, if you draw in the bridge), aims at the enemy ship he is going to
fire at, and shuts his eyes. He then moves his pencil forward until he thinks he has gone past the
enemy ship, and then starts making dots on the page backwards from that point, in the Pratt manner.
Each dot normally represents the hit or splash of a single shell. However, the player could declare
each dot to represent two shells before he opens his eyes, if he felt very confident of his position.
The dots can be any distance apart. Each ship's entire broadside must be fired each turn. You can
not fire half your guns in the hope of sinking a ship and using the rest of your firepower elsewhere.
The first player fires from all of his ships. Then the second player fires. Players alternate in
going firs.t.

Those dots which fall inside the ship's outline, or on the line on the far side, count as hits.
A dot touching the near line is considered a near-miss, as in the Pratt system. A dot hitting in
side a turret disables it permanently. As an optional rule, you can have a dot touching a turret
line at any point jamming the turret for the next 2 turns. (You can get more sophisticated about
requiring a maximum range beyond which cruiser or DD shells do not penetrate turrets, but 1 am just
giving the basic game here).

Obviously, the key to fair play is honesty. If a player cheats and peeks, his shooting accuracy
will improve. This is why there should be at least 3 people present, so the third can act as referee.
You can also play the game Solitaire, and like any other such game, there is no fun if you cheat.

Torpedoes are laid after all firing is done, and obviously can be done only by ships which have
not been sunk. Using a straight-edge like a plastic card (preferably not a marked ruler), the player
draws short heavy lines about an eighth of an inch long off of his bow. Torpedoes are always fired
from the point of the bow unless submarines are used. Draw one line for each torpedo fired, aimed in
the direction of the enemy. Torpedoes are moved by the referee after all ships have moved. If the
torpedo line intersects a ship, friendly or enemy, a hit is made. This is virtually identical to the
Pratt rules. We arbitrarily gave our torpedoes a speed of 50 knots, and a running time of 3 turns.
After all ships have moved, the referee should draw straight lines from the starting points from the
starting points for the torpedo tracks. We found most hits were made on the first move, and they
usually ran off the paper on or after the second turn, but sometimes there were surprises when some
one forgot they were there.

As each ship fires, the hit results are recorded in boxes. Prepare a box score for each ship.
This should consist of the name "BBl, BB2" etc., and a line of boxes. Piit an "X" in a box every time
the shiplis hit. Draw a heavy line at the halfway point in the line of boxes. When half of the
boxes are filled, the ship goes to half-speed. When hit by a torpedo, fill in either 2 or 4 boxes



with "T's". vmen all hoxes are filled, the ship is sunk. However, since both sides are supposed to
be firing simultaneously, a ship which is sunk on a certain turn gets to fire its guns before sink
ing.

At the end of all firing and torpedo laying, all ships are moved, using the knot metres-. No
ship can make more than a 90 turn on any one move. A ship cannot stand still if it was going full
speed on the previous move. It must go to half-speed on one turn, and may stop on the next. It may
then move either forwards or backwards, but if going backwards this can only be at half the speed it
could make forwards. If standing still, a ship can only move at lialf-speed on the next turn. (Such
manoeuverings may be necessary to dodge torpedoes or to engage in or avoid ramming).

Obviously, there jian be no real secrecy in moving, except for the initial placement. (initial
placements could be drawn on separate sheets, which are then taped together). If one. player moves
all of his ships first, the first move must alternate between players each turn. Alternately, half
of each side's units could be moved at a time on each turn. Also, players might want to let a
crippled ship move first if the other player was planning to try to ram. We always ran a dotted or
dashed line from the old position of a ship to its new position to keep track of which ship was which;
Then, if there is any question of a ship's identity, you can trace it back to its starting position,
which should have its designation shown next to it. This also allows you to review the battle clear
ly when it is over. We also used to have flagstaffs to identify flagsljips, and sometimes the second-
in-command. (You could invent a confusion rule if the flagship is sunk). If a ship is sunk, draw a
couple of dashes and a Prussian or Maltese cross to indicate the sinking.

After about three turns, the original sheet of paper is pretty well used up. Insert a piece of
carbon paper, and trace the last position of each ship on a new sheet. If you have a running battle,
as is often the case, you will want to place the ships on the new sheet in a different position from'
where they are on the old sheet. If all ships are going in the same direction, put them at the top
of the second page, so nobody runs off the page too soon. With a little common sense, you can get
at least 3 moves on each page. A battle will usually run anj^irhere from 6 to 9 mo 'es. Sometimes, a
winning player will permit the loser to run off the board and escape with what is left of his fleet.
The runner is always the loser. A ship may run off the board and later re—enter the battle, but this
should be done only under unusual circumstances and under the watchful eye of the referee to make
sure ̂ that it moves at the proper speed.

To play a standard game (for comparison purposes), each battle would have to consist of the same
number of ships on each side. We had a 4—man league, with a full schedule consisting of each person
playing each of the others twice, for a total of six games. We used the Hockey league system of
scoring; two points for a victory and one for a tie (a tie usually being mutual annihilation). We
established a standard of something like two battleships, two cruisers, and 4 destroyers per side
for our league games. The battles were brief and bloody, with one side usually getting wiped out in
6 to 8 turns.

You could use submarines, but I won't go into the technical rules here. We even tried using a
small aircraft carrier, but it was too much to try to keep track of a dozen planes. I recommend that
you start off with a small battle, say one BB and two cruisers per side. Or, for variety, the Adm.
Graf Spee on one side and three British cruisers on the other. Add more units after you get familiar
with the system.

The great thing about this game is that you can play it almost anywhere where you have a flat
desk or table. Wfe even played in places like the school library, silently passing the papers across
to each other. The one thing we found to affect the battles was the superior sense of distance which
was possessed by one player who was training to be a professional artist. Since he was the least
familiar with the rest of the naval wargames rules, this was not an overwhelming advantage, but you
might want to add a handicap if a player is a professional artist or otherwise has a sixth sense
about distance.

To make the battles run faster, we sometimes used "flying wedge" formations instead of conven
tional battle lines, to bring the fleets together faster. This resulted in almost instant mayhem.
We also had ramming rules, the exact specifics of which I forget. I think we assumed that these were
1890's warships with ram bows, and a direct ram amidships sank a ship of the same class or smaller,
but I forget whether or how much damage this would do to the rammer. (Two of the people who get
BUSHWACKER were participants in these paper ship battles, and maybe one of them will fill me in on
this).

You can carry the game on step further and actually have the players estimate the ranges of the
ships in quarter—inches, and have the referee plot out the shell falls, exactly as it is done in
Pratt. This is why your knot metres should be in metric. (In Fletcher Pratt's game, the players
have to have knot metres in their hands to move their ships, so knots are calculated in metric and
ranges in inches to prevent cheating). If you fire by this method, it is necessary to draw a funnel
on each ship, since the shell splashes are usually calculated from one ship's bow across the first
funnel of the other. Of course, if you are going to go to that stage, you might consider getting
some little 1:3000 models and making a real battle out of it. The basic rules of this paper and
pencil game is for quickies.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ - Continued from page II

1. Colonel Burnaby of the Blues. f

2. The 33rd (R. Sussex).

3. battle of the Dunes at Dunkirk 14 June l658.

4. The Flintlock India Pattern.

5. The WRAC (Women's Royal Army Corps).



ONCE UPON A SLOANE STREET

Chris Scott

Every wargamer who was, as a child, dragged around a Christmas Grotto, will appreciate the ex
citing mood of our visit to 60 Sloane Street. It was a journey hack into those distant days when
everything was a mysterious adventure.

Don Featherstone and I were en route for the National Army Museum from Sloane Square, when we
saw a window of Willie figures with a fascinating diorama of a British Colonial mountain hattery
moving up a Punjahi-infested pass in true punitive style; skirmishers were wresting the heights
from dissident tribesmen while the mule train picked its way steadily up the rising broken ground
towards the inevitable ambush.

Well, that was the lure and we rose to it! By the time we opened the door, we were hooked!

The interior of the shop shone like Alladin's Cave with the splendour of freshly painted
figures. Decorative Landsknechts vied for attention with the glittering elegance of Napoleonic
soldiery. A beautiful r.Rgnaissance chess set, so classically arranged, echoed the ranks of the
wargames/diorama figures that festooned the walls. But the 'golden lamp' was a company of 30mm
Cacadores; produced by request for a Portuguese collector then put into general produetion, each
piece was of exhibition standard and so finely detailed in sculpture that the intricate painting
served to enhance the models' aura rather than ereate it. These Cacadores epitomise the work of
Ted Suren who manages to combine the detailed knowledge of Simpkin, the sculptural technique of
Stadden and the animated character of Courtenay. These figures alone would have made the visit
worthwhile, but more was yet to come!

Descending a Victorian spiral staircase we arrived, by special invitation, in the 'magic
grotto' where all these marvellous creations originated. Amidst piles of uniform tomes we met the
craftsman himself whose generous hospitality made us feel so welcome. Ted Suren was busy on new
mastery and if one knew the patient skill that the figures receive, both in the 'master' and the
'cleaning up' stage, their price would appear realistic even in these days of inflation.

From the creative centre we were led into the workshop; past silver pikemen and golden swords
men; past musketeers and riflemen; past a superb hunting scene which, although only half finished,
captured the thrill of the exhilarating chase as men and horses galloped and leapt across a wood
land glade; past dioramas in various stages of production each displaying the romantic imaginative
skill of this organisation.

This evoked those childhood memories, as we were caught between fascination with one tableau
and impatient curiosity to see the next.

For those who do not recall Suren's work, suffice it to say that the model of the heroic de
fence of -:Rorke's Drift in the National Army Museum is a typical example.

After seeing the whole operation from 'creation of master' to 'finished diorama' our visit came
to an end, when Ted Suren completed the Fairy Grotto metaphor by playing Father Christmas and invit
ing us to his flat to see his own collection.

This article appears to be full of praise, the ecstatic outpourings of a child deprived of toys
let loose in Hamleys, but we were by no means so unsophisticated. Our remarks become even more
telling when one realises that we had come from an hour's browsing round Tradition in Picadilly,
and Hummel in the Burlington Arcade, and also that we had high expectations from this well known
firm.

Although the excursion behind the scenes was an unexpected privilege, the shop itself is a must
to visit, to browse and to buy; but beware, the temptation to overspend is difficult to resist!
Finally, I am a bit worried about the degree of superlatives I have used and their number, but I was
so impressed that really in these days of competjent mediocrity, excellence is a thing worth praising.

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page

SOLDIER - January 1975. This modern magazine of the British Army is packed as usual with inter
esting pictures plus reviews of the Royal Armoured Corps Tank Museum; an illustrated article on train
ing in the Canadian Prairies; The REME Support Group; reviews of military records; a military model
review; correspondents and very full book reviews.

SWORD AND LANCE - Issue No.5. Contains illustrated articles on Prussian Infantry in the Waterloo
Campaign; The Guards Camel Regiment in the River War 1884-1889; The Battle of Cambrai 1917; Converters
Corner; The Polish Winged Hussars l6th-18th century; Club News; The Japanese Battle of Nagashino 1575;
Forming a Persian Army for Wargaming; The Chasseurs Britannique; Helmets and Headdresses Throughout
the Ages; review of the latest figures and model kits, etc; a game - Elizabethan Sea Dogs, plus
letters, book reviews, etc., etc., - a good issue.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No.12. This well produced and beautifully illustrated magazine contains some
fine articles - The Japanese Battleships Yamato and Musashi; The Battle of Maida 1806 (ideal to re
produce on the wargames table); Wadi Akarit; The Hurricane/Spitfire; The Winter War 1939; Aachen 19^14-
- everyone most readable.



ADVENTURE ON THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF

BRITISH INDIA - Part II

IF ANYONE CAN - BAHRAM KHAN

Ted Herbert
I  /

diversion, and make his way out over the South
Wall using the rope. Mohammed Khan was told to - , * , ■
saunter over to the guardhouse and to set fire to it if possible - a rather dangerous undertaking
and then to escape a^.best he could. Hashim Shah was delegated to walk out of the Mandi Gate "hils
Zahir Shah, Rhum Baba, and Shahwali were detailed to get to Storehouse B, get a rope, and their
exit via the two window spaces in the North Wall. Nasrullah Shah, Jaggar Shah, and Bahram Khan
himself were to steal horses from the horse market and were then either to ride out of the market
place or to stampede the horses to cause as much confusion as possible. The remaining Pathan,
Shahzar, was to hide in the wagon on the Kissa Khani, ready to pick up any of the Fathans who were
detected by the Sikhs.

For their part, the Sikhs at the Mughal Gate were ordered by Sub-Lieutenant Allardyce to shout
at all tribesmen to stop still so that they could be questioned. Captain Hardyman gave similar
orders to his men at the Mandi Gate. Havildar Hari Singh and Sepoy Vishnu Singh were ordered to
climb to the battlements of the West Wall, ready to fire on any tribesman who made a suspicious
actioA, whilst Ranbir Singh, Mehnat Singh, and Ramdass Singh ascended a tower at the Mandi Gate.
Jemadar Godse Singh and two Sepoys were told to secure the horse pound to prevent any of the outlaws
escaping on horseback. Once the tribesmen had stopped and had been briefly questioned, they were
be rounded up in small groups for detailed questioning by the Political Officer.

The first Pathan to run into trouble was Hashim Shah, who had been told by Bahram Khan to walk
out of the Mandi Gate. He was stopped by the bayonets of Captain Handyman's detachment and promp y
pushed into the Government House for Native Gentlemen, with a guard on the door, whilst the rest of
the Sikhs advanced into the market place. Under the Colonial Skirmish Rules, every action has to be
detailed and unfortunately for the Imperial forces, the order to disarm Hashim Shah was not given.

The surprised Pathan found himself imprisoned with a loaded Jezail and he immediately fired out of a
window at the sepoy on guard at the door. The shot missed,but, being a novice, the sepoy took some
time to react and Hashim Shah was able to rush out of the door and through the Mandi Gate, whilst
the sepoy was still suffering from shock. Thus one was away.

Meanwhile, Amanullah Shah's efforts to set fire to Storehouse A had been of little avail (the
dice throw was unsuccessful three times running). Eventually, he managed to start a small fire and
rushed out of the building with his rope, only to be wounded in the leg by a shot from Ramdass Singh,
who was now in firing position at a tower above the Mandi Gate. Amanullah Shah fell to the ground
where he lay clasping his leg until he was captured and carried away.

Various innocent bystanders were now being questioned by the Sikhs and herded together in the
middle of the market place. Seeing this and fearing capture, Mohammed Khan took out a dagpr and
thrust the point into the back of the nearest bystander, who happened to be Wazir Dadu, and told him
to move across to the guardhouse. Havildar Pir Singh and Naik Parasiya Singh became suspicious and
apprehended the two Pathans. Mohammed Khan protested that he was a loyal tribesman and that Gunga
Din was really Bahram Khan in disguise. Seeing that the two NCOs were not convinced,
Wazir Dadu into Pir Singh and rushed at Parasiya Singh. The latter, being a veteran of considerable
experience, reacted instantly and shot the Pathan in the chest at close range. Pir Singh then began
to kick Mohammed Khan's prostrate body (rather brutally, the umpire thought) to try and get furthe
information. However, the Pathan stuck to his story and this was reported to Sub-Lieutenant
Allardyce, who spent the rest of the game nervously edging away from his faithful water carrier (an
excellent ploy by the Pathan leader). In the excitment, Rhum Baba, Zahir Shah and Shahwali suceeded
in escaping undetected from Storehouse B with a rope and they were soon dropping down from ^he two
window spaces in the North Wall to safety. On the way, Shahwali took a snap shot at Sepoy Baksh
Singh advancing through the trees in front of the Missionaries' house, hitting the Sikh in the leg.

All this time, Bahram Khan had remained calmly in a group of tribesmen at the grain market,
whilst two of his henchmen, Jaggar Shah and Nasrullah Shah untied three horses at the PO^^s in the
horse market. When challenged by Jamadar Godse Singh and his two sepoys Sher
they mounted, brought up the third horse for Bahram Khan, and charged for the Mandi Gate. Nasrullah,
Shah's horse was hit by a shot from Sepoy Sher Dil and the Pathan was thrown to the ground, suffer
ing an incapacitating leg wound. However, Bahram Khan and Jaggar Shah burst through the Sikhs ad
vancing from the Mandi Gate, knocking Captain Hardyman unconscious to the ground, and
the Gate, to the fury of Ramdass Singh who had not had time to reload after firing at Amanullah Shah..

The remaining Pathan, Shahzar, who was hiding in the wagon on the Kissa Khani road, whipped his
horse on and began a wild dash for the Mughal Gate. Sub-Lieutenant Allardyce fired his revolver a
close range, killing the horse, and Shahzar was thrown from the overturned wagon, his body rolling
lifeless right up to the feet of the surprised officer.

Thus, of the ten Pathans in Bahram Khan's band, six had escaped. Mohammed Khan had been



finished off by the bayonet of an angry Havildar Pir Singh and the other two rebels, Amanullah Shah
and Nasrullah Shah were captured (at their trial, they were sentenced to death but this was later
commuted to life imprisonment, on the grounds that they had been led astray by Bahram Khan. They
were exiled to the Andaman Islands). All in all, the Pathans had suffered a considerable shock due
to the alerting of the Sikh Guard by Gunga Din. Nevertheless, Bahram Khan had escaped to carry on
his campaign against the British and this had been the main point of the game. On the Imperial
side, Sub-Lieutenant Allardyce had emerged creditably from his first action, with only one man
wounded, and his disgruntlement at missing his luncheon in the mess was somewhat abated.

The second enactment was fought as a demonstration game and did not count as a "real" action.
The Pathans won a resounding moral victory by getting most of their men away very quickly; their
tactics included stampeding horses towards the Mandi Gate and they managed to shoot the Political
Officer, wounding him in the arm. The Sikhs adopted an amazing plan of shooting indiscriminately at
all the tribesmen, whether they were hostile or friendly and they killed one friendly tribesman and
wounded several others. This happened after the Sikhs had shouted at all the Pathans to lay down c i
their weapons; most of the tribesmen had resented this interference with what they considered to be
their natural right to carry arms and had refused to comply unless they were so close to the fixed
bayonets of the Sikhs that they had had little choice. One suggestion considered by the British
forces, by the way, was the idea of shooting all the tribesmen in the market place, in order to make
sure of getting all the rebels and of leaving no survivors to tell the story of the massacre I Perhaps
readers may have more subtle ideas - in any case why not try out a skirmish game to see how it works?

NOTE; Bahram Khan was a real-life Pathan who, after his murder of Major Macdonald, was sought by the
British forces in India from 1873 onwards. He survived until at least 1883, although some of his
followers were captured and hung at Dakka in 1879.

THE GENERATION GAP GOES TO WAR - Part 11

Dick Mitchell

By lunch time my two Divisions were ready to attempt
the crossing but had taken quite a number of casualties and
all my sapeurs had perished laying the pontoon. "1 suppose"
said Seymour "You're going to try to rush the bridges with
those tatty chaps in the brown uniforms and preserve your
Old Guard who are rather better painted." This was pre-
cisely what 1 had intended to do but 1 merely ground my
teeth and changed my orders so that the Grenadiers were now
to lead the two assaults. "What are they supposed to be
anyway" demanded Seymour. "Chasseurs de Montague - Light ^
troops" 1 answered. "1 thought they were a local force
raised to fight in the Pyrenees in 181A. Hardly likely to
have been in a major engagement with the Austrlaus" commen-
ted my nephew. "They were" 1 replied coldly, chancing my
arm "also employed in the 1814 campaign in the Vosges."
Seymour smiled sceptically and we proceeded to make our
moves. He threw five direct hits on the Grenadiers with
his Howitzers firing case, wiping one regiment out and ^ ' i atiii
forcing the other one to retreat. What was left of it that ^ , r -i j
is. "Well" said Seymour with maddening cheerfulness, "I'll leave you to view the stricken field
while 1 get lunch ready. Aunt Jane showed me where everything was."

It was painfully true that what progress 1 had made had been slow and costly. There was some
consolation on my left however. Seymour's Jagers had dashed forward and occupied the Hill at D but
my Horse Artillery making repeated sallies out of the village at B, escorted by a Regiment of Red
Lancers had inflicted heavy casualties on the grey-clad riflemen. Casualties to the Lancers had been
negligible although they had lost their Colonel (a lucky '0' thrown after some volley firing by the
Austrians).

Seymour had a good, not to say voracious appetite and between mouthfuls of cold chicken and
salad and glasses of Pepsi-cola he explained to me very patiently just where 1 had gone wrong and how
indeed the outcome of the battle was now entirely predictable. "In fact" he declared over coffee
"Aunt Jane said that you were supposed to have a rest after lunch so if you like to concede now.

you.' We will clear away these plates and in ten minutes flat play will be resumed.' Well said
Seymour "Aunt Jane did say that you were not to get too excited." "1 am not the least excited. 1 am
perfectly cool and my plans are about to develop as you will presently see to your cost."

Brave words, but in fact it so happened that from the resumption of hostilities natural justice
began to assert itself and the ill-luck which had dogged my dice-throwing during the morning was re
versed. Seymour's ebullience began to wane as my infantry stormed the bridges and began to swing
left towards 'C. He watched in stricken silence as my guns set fire to the village at 'A' scatter
ing his cavalry and destroying two of his Howitzer batteries. Furthermore one of my batteries taking
a chancw long shot at the Commander of his left-hand Division, who had been rather carelessly ex
posed, eliminated him bringing his Division to a two move stand-still while a replacement was in
stalled. My Horse artillery were continuing to pound his Jagers when he suddenly interrupted pro
ceedings. "Excuse me Uncle James but those Red Lancers escorting the Horse Artillery have suffered
casualties for three moves in succession without inflicting any themselves. By Rule 41 they must now
be morale-tested."



I protested indignantly "The guns which they have heen escorting have heen tearing your cnaps to
shreds. Those Lancers have only suffered 6 casualties tout of a strength of 33. There can t he any
thing wrong with their morale!" "Sorry, Uncle James that's the rule and furtheraore as they have
already lost their Colonel that means a deduction of two from their dice throw. Savagely I threw
the dice - a four. "Less two" shrieked Seymour triumphantly "that means they halt. 5^9"
nounced, quivet'lng with rage "is the most ahsurd rule I have ever heard of, and you should amend
forthwith." Reluctantly I removed the Red Lancers from the tahle and the game went on. My columns
prepared to assault the Bridge at 'C supported hy artillery and the Division which should have heen
turning to their left to meet the attack were still waiting for their new Commander. Meanwhile
Seymour's Engineers endeavoured to "blow the "bridge (dice throw of "better than 3) tiut failed,
smiled grimly and was just about to begin writing my orders for the next move when Seymour moved a
white-coated staff officer to the bridge with a roughly made white flag wedged under his arm.

"Parley" he shouted. I stopped and adjusted my glasses. "Well? What happens now?" I enquired
somewhat impatiently. "No offensive movement or firing withing a 12 inch radius". He answered
promptly "While we discuss terms - its all in Rule 105B". "Terms? What terms?" I demoded. "I was
merely going to suggest that I gave up the bridge voluntarily on condition that you waited two moves
before crossing." "Not a chance, my lad. I am going to charge that bridge and nothing short of un
conditional surrender is going to stop me." I rejoined grimly. "You've already delayed me one move
with this nonsense and that is quite enough." Then I remembered his engineers. "You are not I hope
going to claim that as the enforced waiting move for your Engineers before they have another go at
blowing that bridge?" "Of course" answered Seymour complacently "that is one of the great uses of
the flag of truce. You may not know it but Murat secured a vital bridge over the Danube after Ulm.
"I am quite aware of the incident to which you refer but I regard the whole thing as a most doubtful
piece of gamesmanship."

In the event his cunning availed him not at all and he threw a 1 on his next attempt; I was over
the bridge and locked in a furious melee. I now considered the position on Hill 'D'. His Jagers had
pushed North but instead of 8 regiments he now had only just over 6 and I determined to charge them
with my five regiments of cavalry. We drew another weather card and I was elatec. to see that the wind
was now blowing from the north. The whole engagement now depended on the effectiveness of his Jager's
firing as they were charged, and the smoke was now blowing in their faces. With trembling hands I
wrote my orders and then began moving Cuirassiers, Grenadiers, Polish Lancers, Carabineers ;and
Chasseurs across the table. Seymour carefully counted his riflemen and threw the dice. He opened
his mouth to announce the number of casualties he was claiming against my cavalry when I gently re
minded him of the ten per cent reduction for smoke. "Smoke" he enquired blankly. "No smoke from air-
guns." The room whirled and a red mist swam before my eyes. "Air-guns" 1 screamed. "Yes. Girondoni
.51 calibre rifled air-guns - standard for Austrian Jagers. 1 make that 30 casualties to your cavalry."
"Twenty-four" 1 said desperately. 1 was going to need every horseman in that melee, but 1 had an
awful feeling that he was right. Of course 1 threw badly in the melee, the rest of the battle was a
deadlock and Seymour, quivering with ill-concealed triumph announced "I think you are down to 60^
Uncle James - that means a two move stand-still." 1 chanced everything on a bluff "So I think are
yoU)Seymour."

A furious body count ensued and 1 left Seymour to it while 1 made a hasty reference to a book on
19th century weapons and retrieved an essential piece of equipment from the top of a cupboard in the
kitchen. 1 went back to the table and began to check Seymour's claim not to have suffered
casualties by a margin of two gunners and a drum-major. Unfortunately 1 must have neglected to close
the door behind me and it was suddenly flung open and Brian who comprises about seven stone of Irish
Wolf Hound erupted into the room and hit the table trestle with the velocity of an 88mm shell. Trees,
houses, landscape, horse, foot and guns cascaded to the floor and Brian emerged from the ruins with
his favourite cricket ball clenched in his jaws.

Some order was restored with Seymour loudly claiming a win on points but as we sorted the regi
ments out and re-shelved them 1 played the trump card. "Those air-guns of yours Seymour - last used
in 1801 1 think. Bit outside our period." He looked a little abashed and was in process of offering
to call it a draw when the sound of a car coming"" up the drive and a cheerful hoot announced the re
turn of the ladies from their shopping expedition. Everyone, including Seymour and 1 declared that
it had been a very good day and in due course the visitors departed with Seymour threatening a return
match in the near future. Later my wife enquired "Who won?" "Inconclusive" 1 replied and related
the story of Brian's incursion. "That's strange" said my wife "He's made such a nuisance of himself
with that cricket ball that I've been keeping it on top of the cupboard in the kitchen and only
letting him have it in the garden. How on earth did it get into your room?" 1 glanced at the clock
"Just time to switch on the television for War and Peace" 1 observed.

ooOoo

Utman Khel are a tribe of Pathans who occupy the hills to the north of Peshawar, neighbours of
the Rainzais of Swat. In 1852, they sheltered Ajun Khan, the fugitive Khan of Tangi, and constantly
raided into the Peshawar Valley. Colin Campbell with a force of artillery, cavalry and infantry,
including the 32nd Foot, Gurkhas, Sappers and Miners and Guides Infantry, marched out on the 11th of
May 1852, and attacked the village of Pranghar on a hill flanked by spurs and heights.; After the
artillery, the village was carried at a run, it was found abandoned and was destroyed. The official
account reads -

"Considering that ten pieces of artillery opened on their deserted village, it must be owned
that its inhabitants made a gallant defence. But for our guns we should have sustained heavy loss
- walls and flanking defences being formidable."

ooOoo

The 8-inch howitzer played a notable part in most of the field operations carried out in India
during the 19th century, being particularly effective at Lucknow and during the siege of Delhi.
Firing spherical case and common shell to a range of 1700 yards, it was often used as heavy field
artillery as an alternative to the 18 pdr gun. Two of these guns, drawn by elephants, accompanied
Sir Colin Campbell at the end of 1851 when he led an expedition into the Swat Valley on the North
west Frontier of India.



THE FULLY COMPREHENSIVE CAMPAIGN SIMULATOR

Warplan 5/5 is designed for use with standard wargaming
practice. It is not a board game, but a means of setting
up, controlling and recording hundreds of different cam
paigns- Your table top battles will have a purpose and
dimension when fought in the context of a realistic cam

paign, which can be set up as a simple Sunday afternoon
conflict between two opponents, or a large scale war in
volving many members of a wargames society.

Warplan 5/5provides a mapping system, with which thou
sands of different topographical patterns can be set out.
Version 1 is for the 'Horse and Musket' era,while Version

2addsrailways,airfields and modern installations. Every
one inch district square of the mapping system has been
carefully considered for representation in a practical
manner on the wargames table.

The system provides everything needed by two opposing
forces, and umpire, and includes:- 3 mapping sets (each
set makes a 25"x25" map), 3 weather charts, 3 smal I scale
mapping sets for the campaign log, 2 campaign logs (each
containing 85 pages of charts and forms for plotting and
recording every detail of the campaign), 3 sets of map
symbols (each set containing 360 symbols of different
colours to represent hundreds of different units - land,sea
and air), 6 pads of printed forms for 'movement orders'
'battle orders' 'transit slips' 'demolition and earthworks
record' 'supplies requisition' 'reinforcement requisition'
'map unit symbols representation' and 'installation rec-
ords'. There is a 'Value Unit' system for the umpire.
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Prussian musketeer.

1630-1&70

Christopher Weikhmann's

Appropriately enough, the earliest of
"modern" war games was a develop
ment of chess. Equally appropriately, it
was invented by a Prussian, Christopner
Weikhmann, at Ulm, in 1664. This game
used thirty pieces for each opponent, a
king, a colonel, a marshal, a captain,
knights, chancellors, heralds, chaplains,
couriers, adjutants, bodyguards, halber
diers, and private soldiers (or pawns).
There were 14 kinds of fixed moves,
similar to the ones in chess. In essence,
it was chess, but elaborated in the first
of many attempts to add to the realism
and the complexity of the game. Here
the long striving for the most realistic
game possible began, long after the first
relatively simple chess games were played.
It still goes on.

The later years of the 18th century found
an increase in the mathematical approach
to warfare, as embodied in the then-
popular term, "military mathematics."
Von der Goltz said: "A true strategist of
that epoch did not know how to lead a
corporal's guard across a ditch without a
table of logarithms." Helwig's War

Chess, an elaboration of standard chess,
was hedged about with such mathemat
ical rules. Played on a modified chess
board with 1,666 smal! squares, tinted to
show differences in terrain, it applied the
standard mathematical approaches to
the reduction of a fortress, instead of a

king. Helwig, a master of pages of the
Court of Brunswick, developed the game

to train his young charges for their future
careers as officers in the army.

\.
mm

German musketeer of

MUhlhausen in Thuringen,

ca. 1780

Louis XV^s card game.

During Louis XV's long reign, in France,
from 1710 to 1774, an anonymous war
game played with cards was developed.
Used to train military students in basic
principles, this game eventually gave rise
to a similar one in a different field, Le
Jeu de la Fortification. In an age when
siege operations against strongly built
works were almost the whole of war, and
when fluid maneuver was rare, this game
recalls the contemporary mock battles of
Corporal Trim and Uncle Toby, in
Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy, most

of which were concerned with the most

elaborate engineering projects designed

to overcome the defense of fortifications.

French officer of th.e

R6giment Allemand,
1756

George Vinturinus"s

Vinturinus, a famous military writer and
tactician of Schleswig, developed his
chess-like game for a board or chart of
3,600 squares, with troops represented
by chess-like pieces. Some effort was
made to show terrain features in this

game, also, but the attempt was prim
itive. The book in which the game was
described devoted 60 pages to complex
rules governing the movement of troops,
combat conditions, supply, and the like.
This complexity took the game wholly
out of the class of amusement, except for
the most serious members of the military

profession. Von der Goltz, who was con
temptuous of everything in the period,
called it "a bad product of the refined
military education of the time."

Saxon infantryman of von Zanthier Regiment, i/se



DOGS AND WARFARE

Translated from; "Storia Illustrata" September I960

by Patrick J. Mlcallef of Malta G.C.

Among all "domesticated" animals the one which until now in all
wars has aided man most in war is the horse. Today however, the horse
has been replaced by the armoured cars and vehicles, and therefore
among the animals which still remain useful to man in war is the dog,
which can sti|^l be used for one's advantage as an auxiliary for various'
purposes.

Until the coming of the firearms, a well trained dog behaved him-
®  warrior. Infiltrating itself into the enemy ranks, it

l)' distinguish more easily an adversary than a horse or an elephant
By kIr; can; it can inspire disorder and panic with its canine ferocity and

y  . MJ, ' savageness; it is difficult to hit due to its high velocity and espe-
'  cially if it is armoured; and if wounded it becomes fiercer on account

of its pain; besides the taste and smell of blood incites hini. In many
I  . ('a ̂ es therefore the fight was won very frequently in Ancient times with_ h-.,. ,..., advantage of the dog over man who was very vulnerable especially in

the legs. However, it became uncertain when both sides used dogs.

Among the first persons who trained dogs to attack in ordinary ranks was Aliatte, King of Lydia
(618 B.C.) who even ended up in forming battalions of these beasts. At the Battle of Thymbria,
however these warriors were routed by the forefathers of the actual modern greyhounds, which be
longed to Cyrus. These being better trained than the others threw themselves in mass against the
dogs of Aliatte and routed them. How they managed to distinguish between dog enemy and dog friend.
History does not tell us. Aliatte was probably the first person who appointed a regular administra
tive system to provide these dog troops with the necessary food and other requirements.

Attila. in A51 A.D., liked to be accompanied by these running beasts which ran after the
cavalry. \\niiile crossing Europe, these dogs used to arrive exhausted at camp, and Attila instead
of using them in battle, used to spread them around the encampment as sentinels.

It was with the help of dogs that Philip II of Macedon in 359 B.C. forced out of the forests,
which were impenetrable to his cavalry,the Thracians who had dug themselves in there.

Even the Greeks trained dogs to fight in battle formations with discipline, and the dogs them
selves sometimes, through their own courage, decided a battle which was hanging in the balance. A
service in which they particularly distinguished themselves was that as carriers of messenges or
orders. In this case the dog was made to swallow the manuscript which had to be taken beyond enemy
lines; and this was then recovered by those to whom, it was addressed by sacrificing the messenger.

The Roman Consul Caius Marcus, ai the Battle of Vercilli in 101 B.C. almost risked defeat on
account of the hordes of dogs driven by women which were thrown at his army. Even against the
Cimbres, his army was practically besieged by these hordes of beasts. The Roman Legionary soldiers
however, masters in the art of warfare, usually put more trust on their shield and sword andi to
hand-to-hand combat, and left their own dogs the problem of distracting and fighting their other
canine counterparts.

Caesar, invading Britain in 55 B.C., found that his troops were seriously impeded during the
landing, as well as later on during his marches, by enormous hordes of huge beasts, the forefathers
of the bull-dog, which had been trained by the islanders in the art of guerilla warfare, since they
did not have many arms with which they could oppose the Caesarian cohorts.

Until the Assyrians, the dog fought unarmoured. It was the Assyrians who for the first time
tried to find a good way of protecting these animals from sharp weapons. Strabo in 60 B.C. calls
dogs of war "pugnaces" and defined "giaco (?)" a sort of metallic coat which protected their body.

The Gauls, conquered by Caesar in 59-58 B.C., built authentic pieces of armour for these giant
auxiliaries, armour made up of pieces of metal put together and knotted in such a way as not to im
pede in any way the movement of the dog. Besides this the dog had a collar of sharpened nails and
blades.

The Celts, also used to protect their animals in this way with full armour and prickly collars.
They were accustomed to decorate the armour, and to the collar of the dog fix a long sharp thin
sword much like a spear, and which projecting forwards was fatal to horses.

Henry VIII of England in the l6th century loaned 800 bloodhounds to Charles V of Spain and
Germany, in order to use them in war against Francis I of France, and it was these animals who at
the Battle of Valencia, equipped with armour, and trained to fight against cavalry, defeated the
French. Charles V, before this battle exhorted his men with these words: "I hope that you will be
have yourselves against the enemy with as much courage as that of your dogs.'

However, man did not use dogs solely in battles against an armed foe. Oueen Elizabeth I used
hordes of these beasts to hunt down the Irish and other enemies of Protestantism; the Conquistadores
also used dogg? from the Jsle of Cuba to hunt down natives, in Mexico and New Granaaa.



THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN 1861

The American Civil War 1861-1865 was the greatest war ever fought
on the American Continent, between some of the largest armies ever
assembled up to that time. It was the first of the modern wars, in
which breech-loading rifled firearms were used and where telegraphs
and railroads, for the first time, played a big part. Fought on the
Issues of slavery and the right of a State to secede from the Union,
it caused father to fight son, brother to take up arms against brother
so that the entire Nation was bitterley divided. It did not end until
many great battles had been fought and more than 620,000 Americans had
died from wounds and disease.

President Lincoln issued a call in April 1861 for 75,000 volun
teers, to serve for a period of three months, and this civilian army
began training. By early July the Federal Government were becoming
impatient, they wanted to see their troops in action - admittedly they
were green but so were the enemy and the three-months volunteers had
only a few more weeks to serve, morale would suffer if they went home
without striking a blow. General McDowell was ordered to prepare a
plan of attack - a great victory was required for the Fourth of July.

The General was at his wit's end - his troops were not even general " stonewall " jackson.
formed into brigades and he had no cavalry, many of his officers were
political appointments and no one had had any experience of actual
warfare. When the war had broken out and the officers of the Regular Army had had to declare their
loyalties, by far the greater numbers and the most able had thrown in their lot with the South, in
cluding the greatest soldier of them all, Robert E. Lee of Virginia. Thus the Union forces lacked
able leadership in addition to experience.

The Confederate forces had early realised the importance of Manassas, a small railroad junction
only 25 miles from Washington, the Northern capital. By early June they were well established there
in force and also had within reasonably easy reach another force under General Joe Johnson in the
Shenandoah Valley, a few miles westward. So that the South had 23,000 men at Manassas under a flam
boyant Creole, General Gustave Toussaint Beauregard, with a further 15,000 within call.

To oppose them, McDowell had about 28,000 men (his numbers were somewhat lessened before the
battle began when various units, their three months period up, left for home!) Providing Johnson's
force could be kept occupied in the Valley so that they did not reinforce Beauregard, McDowell felt
that he could win. To keep Johnson busy in the Valley, the Union had sent an amiable antique of 69
years. General Patterson, who had been a dashing lieutenant in the war of 1812 and whose real quali
fication for command lay in his interest in politics and more money than anyone else in Philadelphia.
Patterson completely failed to do his Job and Johnson's Confederates were able to pull stealthily
out and join Beauregard at Manassas, where his troops were strongly placed along the banks of a
small creek - Bull Run.

Both armies had a gala air about them - amongst the Federal forces were gaily dressed Fire
Zouaves in baggy red breeches and turbans, formed from the firemen of New York, regiments were the
Havelock Jjelmet with white neckpiece made popular by British forces in the recent Indian Mutiny, one
New York regiment even wore kilts, whilst the South had their Louisiana Tigers, a regiment formed of
French dock labourers from New Orleans who, being unable to find red cloth to make their Zouave
breeches, had made them from gay blue and white mattress ticking! The picnic atmosphere was further
advanced by the presence of wagon-loads of spectators with their baskets of food and carriages con
taining politicians who made encouraging speeches to Lthe raw soldiers as they sauntered along eating
blackcurrants and emptying their cartridge boxes into the ditches as the hot sun made them too heavy
to carry.

General McDowell had made his plans, which called for feint attacks on the enemy front whilst
his main forces struck the enemy on the flank. In order to ascertain which flank would be the best
for this operation, he ordered General Tyler to make a reconnaisance in force at Blackburn's Ford.
So enthusiastically did Tyler carry out his orders that before he knew where he was, he had involved
the bulk of his troops in a large scale clash with superior numbers of Confederates and he had been
soundly beaten. This resulted in extreme depression in the Federal ranks with corresponding morale
rises to the enemy.

McDowell therefore decided that, as the enemy right flank was too strong, to send his out
flanking force to their left flank and, at daybreak on Sunday 21st July 1861, hours later than
planned, his soldiers made off on their outflanking march. General Tyler, who had suffered the
previous day's reverse, was ordered to make a feint attack over the central Stone Bridge, but so
half-heartedly was this carried out that it fooled no-one. Through seeing sunlight glinting on
bayonets, the Confederates discovered that they were leing outflanked and reformed their line to
meet the threat. Nevertheless, they were beaten back to a high plateau where they made a strong
stand.

It was at this stage that General Bee, desperately trying to rally his Southern soldiers,
glanced towards the stolidly formed troops of General Jackson and cried: "Look! There is Jackson
standing like a stone wall!" Thus 'Stonewall' Jackson won his famous nickname. The Federals made
a bad blunder in ordering forward to an exposed position two crack artillery batteries composed of
Regular soldiers. Confederate cavalry leader J.E.B.Stuart made a dashing cavalry charge and scatter
ed the colourful Fire Zouaves escorting the guns, who came under a merciless musketry fire until,
all the crews and horses killed, the guns were lost - an irreparable blow to the Federal forces.

The raw troops of both sides were fighting well and the battle raged to-and-fro until a brigade



of Johnson's army-from the Shenandoah Valley, v
arriving late on the field, caused the Federal,
soldiers to imagine that large reinforcements
were arriving and, having had enough, they turned ■
round and in an ever-increasing moh, left the
battlefield. Leaving arms, equipment, clothing,
blankets, musical instruments lining the road,
the fugitives gave way to complete panic and they
fled in a wild rout back to Washington.

Adding to the confusion were the throngs of
sightseers in their carriages. Congressmen became
lost as through the night and the rain the tide
of soldiers and civilians streamed into Washington.
Attempts by McDowell to rally his men proved to be
in vain. The exhausted, battle-weary Confederates
made no attempt at pursuit, although Stonewall
Jackson begged to be allowed to try and capture h||hH
Washington with 10,000 men - had he been permitted
to do so the war would have taken a very different ^^5
turn. As it was, the Federals of the North knew ||5S|
that this was not going to be so easy, the cheer-
ing stopped but recruiting doubled with no three- |^^||
month volunteers but men who put their names down
to fight until the war ended. Pb™|

Federal General Sherman, who took part in the
battle, was later to remark that it was one of the best plani
fought!

;d battles in history but the worst

THE ROLE OF "NEaTRALS" IN MODEL WARFARE

G. be Gre

Sec.-Gen. Model Generals Clubs Int.

The Int. H.Q. of the M.G.C. in Waterloo, Ontario, has developed a technique for the unexpected entry of
"Neutrals" into the table-top battle which has added a very interesting dimension to our military actions.
The rules provide for a situation in which small neutral sectors are either represented on the board itself,
or are assumed to connect by specified roads to the battlefield,

RULES FOR HEPTHAL ENTRY INTO BATTLE

1, Two "neutral" forces and locations will be designated prior to commencement of the battle. For
example, a fortress may be placed at the centre—Eastern sector of the battlefield, and another in the centre-
Western area. Troops and equipment, along with a Command Section are placed in each of the fortresses. The
total number of units assigned to both neutrals should not exceed 505^ oT forces engaged on both sides,

2. Determination of time of entry of Neutrals into the battle. Time of entry is determined by a dice
roll as follows: (one die only)

Boll. Entrv! Variant;

ONE: Neutrals enter on the Seventh Move. (or option of first mover).
^0: " " " " Eighth " (or option of second mover).
THREE: " " " " THIRD "
POOT: ' " " " " FOURTH "
FIVE: " " " " FIFTH "
SIX: " " " " SIXTH "

5, Determination of force with whom _n^utral^_are_aljLie^a Although both commanders know the time
entry of neutrals at the start of the battle, they do not know until the time of entry how the neutrals will
align themselves. Alignment is also determined by the roll of one die just before the beginning of the time
of entry move, and is effective for that move. First mover will roll the die, if roll is ODD then the
neutral on his RIGHT will enter the battle on his side, and the other netural will join the opposing player
at the beginning of his move (or counter-move). If the roll is EVEN, then neutral on the LEFT joins the
first mover, etc. Example, at the beginning of the battle a FOUR is rolled. On the foxirth move (turn)
second die is rolled, e.g. THREE, indicating that the Neutral on the Right of the commander rolling the die
will join his army on that turn, and the neutral on his left joins opponent's army,

4. Penalties for violation of neutralit.v. If prior to the entry of the Neutrals into battle damage is
inflicted on neutral forces by stray missile fire, etc,, then army inflicting the casualties is required to
retire from the field forces amounting to twice the cost point value of the neutral casualties. E.G.,
artillery shell lands on section of neutral territory destroying two units of infantry. Army inflicting the
damage retires four of his own infantry units from the field for the duration of the battle. If an ari^
deliberately attacks a neutral in melee prior to the entry move then that neutral immediately aligns himself
against the aggressor. The die is still rolled later on entry turn to determine the alignment of the re
maining neutral forces. Premature attack on a neutral may result therefore in both neutrals aligni^ them
selves against the aggressor. (Other players present may be assigned.command of the neutral armies),

5. Multiplayer game variant. If players representing "neutral powers" are available, then entry and
alignment may be worked out by diplomatic negotiations etc., instead of dice rolls.



THE LITERAHY WAaaA>fflR3

J.E. Bennett

It was a fortunate coincidence that a passion for war-
games was shared hy a number of authors around the turn of
the"century. Of course if none of them had seen fit to
write about the subject we may still have been none the
wiser. "Little Wars" set the clock right.

"Little Wars" is the culmination of the efforts of that
early school of literary wargamers who helped establish a
lasting rapport between the child's game of tin soldiers, '■
and the dull and aptly named Rigid Kreigsspeil of the pro
fessional tactician. The result of that unlikely union was,
in the words of H.G.Weils, it's chronicler, suitable for
"boys from twelve years of age to a hundred and fifty, and
for the more intelligent sort of girl " It seemed
that on the nursery floor, things were never to be the same
again.

H. G. Wells, playing sclentilic soldiers

As a fertile training area for the young professional
soldier, the nursery floor had already proved to be a rival
to the renowned Playing Fields of Eton. According to legend, the wargame proficiency of Sir Winston
Churchill was first discovered in his playroom. If legend is correct, Ghurchill s father. Lord
Randolph, did a disservice to a later generation of wargamers by sweeping young Winston away L^om is
toy fort and into a real one. His action prematurely robbed wargaming of a most distinguished patrpn;
the man most fitted to write that 'large thick book' of wargaming promised by Wells, but which, sadly,
never appeared.

Along with Wells, various other eminent authors such as G.K.Chesterton and Jerome K. Jerome wore
out the knees of their trousers as avid nursery floor tacticians, but Wells remains sole candidate for
the role of literary Founding Father of wargaming simply because his 'Little Wars' was the first book
to be entirely devoted to its mysteries. He is careful to stress however that his game was no new
thing, no crude novelty".

It is possible that his inspiration stemmed from an article published in Scribners Magazine,
December 1898, by Lloyd Osbourne, stepson of Robert Louis Stevenson. Until then the public had been
unaware of Stevenson's prolific contribution to wargaming and may well have remained so if it were not
for Osbourne's brief nostalgic record of a childhood memory. Fortunately for wargaming posterity,
Osbourne's article together with Stevenson's "War Correspondence" is included in most collectilns of
Stevenson's works. Entitled "Stevenson at Flay", it is a rare gem of early wargaming literature which
in spite of its brevity, matches "Little Wars" for charm.

Its readers will soon discover that Wells' patriotic 'Cannonade of Sandgate'; the shot that echoed
round the world, was in fact fired thirty years earlier in the Swiss alpine resort of Davos; not by a
sping breech-loader but by Stevenson's 'deadly marble'.

Between 18th October 1881 and 20th May 1882, Stevenson, a chronic consumptive, was convalescing in
a rented chalet at Davos together with his wife and stepson. During those intervening seven months -
a time when« appropriately enough, a part-time British officer, Spencer Wilkinson, was planning to re—
vitalise the world of professional Kreigsspeil, - amateur wargaming was spawned.

Stevenson shared with Wells that combination of boyish vitality, adult intellect and novelists
imagination, which were superb qualities for a wargaming pioneer. Lloyd Osbourne, then twelve years
old, naturally hero worshipped him, and in-his prefatory note to Stevenson's whimsical campaign narra
tive, told in the form of a string of newspaper repor"ts, he tells how Stevenson's wargame was born.

In the beginning, the power of life and death were exerted by Osbourne's marksmanship - he was
always the better shot whether with marble, sleeve-link, button or pop-gun. For a while Stevenson
tolerated the constant deflowering of his best laid plans with mild resentment before finally negat
ing Osbourne's 'unfair' advantage by a diplomatic rearrangement of their forces. For instance, by
appropriating a horde of chubby cavalrymen, who through their low centres of gravity could bear the
fiercest fire and remain unscathed, he forced upon Osbourne a unit of flimsy Swiss who were "so weak
on their legs that the merest breath would mow ̂ them down in columns"V

Campaigns grew in length and complexity until they began to resemble true Kreigsspeil. Osbourne
describes them as having "rules innumerable, prolonged arithmetical calcul^ations, constant measuring
with foot rules and the throwing of dice". Oddly enough, Stevenson appears to have halted before the
Rubicon; dice were never used for fire effect. Quite possibly he may have considered this a retro
grade step, for when compared to the contemporary professional game his method scored highly - it was
played for fun. This is not to say that Stevenson did not possess the dedicated wargamers capacity
for diligent research to get his facts right. On the contrary, the alpine chalet soon became clutter
ed with heaps of military manuals and textbooks. And in order to taste the true flavour of war,
Stevenson spent hours conversing with a group of invalids from the military hospital nearby.

The main action took place in the attic: "A most chilly and dismal spot, reached by a crazy
iadder and unlit save for a single frosted window, so low at the eaves and so dark that we could
seldom stand upright nor see without a dandle". None of these hazards, it may be assumed, could have
improved Stevenson's physical condition.

Terrain was chalked In various colours upon the floar; mountains, rivers, towns, bridges and
, roads-of- two classes. A 'war' took weeks to run, special campaign rules providing for the destruct-



ion of 'bridges, entrenching of camps, weather conditions and logistics. Four men formed a regiment,
and each regiment carried its proporionate amount of ammunition, represented by model carts laden
with twenty printers 'ems', (borrowed from Osbourne's toy printing press). One 'em' was paid into
base per each shot fired, thus ensuring a constant turnover of supply trains. "As a large army em
ploying thirty regiments could consume a vast amount of ammunition in every engagement, Stevenson
had no need to stress to young Osbourne the importance of keeping open his lines of communication.

The fog of war was simulated by numbered chance cards which could represent anything from large
armies down to solitary horsemen. In addition, some of the cards might contain intelligence reports
of hazards, others could be blank. As the only safe way to uncover the purpose of each card was by
judicious use of cavalry screens, Osbourne soon began to learn the rudiments of tactics-the hard way.
Still uncovered units were permitted to fight, their secrecy maintained by lessening. the rate of
fire.

Further innovations included a rudimentary morale system using dice, which proved so heart
breaking to the loser, (presumably Osbourne), that the idea was abandoned. Also rejected was the
attempt to introduce 'unwholesome zones^, where unwary Intruders had to be diced for sickness. A
horrified Osbourne thus witnessed "death's toll in a new and frightful form", and Stevenson humanely
erased that passage hurriedly from his voluminious rule book. ,

The latter part of 'Stevenson at Play' is devoted to Stevenson's 'War Correspondence', (well
worth study, incidentally, by present day writers of wargame battle reports). Stevenson, probably
influenced by Osbourne's American background, has given his campaign an 'ACW' slant; evidenced not
only by his colourful sounding place names - Glendarule, Sandusky, Tahema, and Savannah - but also
by the nature of the conflict, in which the opposing armies share the same cultural and residential
backcloth. The defiant editorials of the 'Hallobally Record' are a joy to read. This biting attack
will serve as an example:-

"  Where were Osbourne's wits? Will it be believed, the column at Lone Bluff is again short
of ammunition? This old man of the sea, whom all the world knows to be an ass and whom we can prove
to be a coward, is apparently a peculator also. If we were to die tomorrow, the word 'Osbourne'
would be found engraven backside foremost on our hearts."

•

Strong stuff, and fighting words indeed! It is not surprising that they needled Osbourne to
the point where he forced Stevenson as 'proprietor' of that scurrilous scandalsheet to hang its
editor. However, as Stevenson went on to win the campaign, the result may have taught young Osbourne
yet another truth of war; that civilian repression is no way to win battles.

Defeat was acknowledged in the person of one of Osbourne's Staff figures, which was modelled
with the features of Napoleon. Apparently that is where the resemblance ended, for upon surrender
of his sword, this gaudily painted, eccentric figure was given the full treatment from the battle-
scarred press:-

"'General', said Napoleon to his captor, 'you have today immortalised your name.' 'Sir'
returned Stevenson, whose brutality of manner was already proverbial, 'ifiyou h^d taken as much
trouble to direct your army as your tailor to make your clothes, our positions might have been re- .
versed. '*

Having won by the sword, there is no need to add that Steu«nson would have attained victory,
equally well with the pen!

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
,  BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally incrlbed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with
order to Vargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Sputhampton, 301 5AD. All these publications can also
be purchased at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £2.20p. (^6.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.A!5p. (?7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (05.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.^5p. (07.00).

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (09.00),
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - 1^20-1783 - £3.20p. (09.50),
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10p" (09.00),
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from ^3BC to Korea in 1953. £3.20p. (09.25).
SOLO WARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer, £2.60p, (07.50),
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book, 90p. (03.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15P^ (06.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN - £3.00p. (06,50),
POITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series), £l,15p. (03.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONETI - The 1st Sikh War 18^5-6, £l,65p. (05.00),
MACDONALD OF THE ^2nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3,35p.. . (09.50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £^.25p. (013.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. S^ during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. (011.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards, £l,65p. (05.00),

(09.50).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargamlng:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone, .
5. Rules for American Civil Wpr games by-Oonald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks,

armoured cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19^^ Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker,
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone,

25p each (75c) or tiio set of 9 for £2,00p (06,00) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefield 55p (02.00).



LETTERS
»; "Mary Gammage of Rose Miniatures, says her firm charges extra postage for overseas to cover

the cost of filing customs forms for VAT inspectors - fair enough, not having dealt with Rose
Miniatures I cannot comment. However, I have never received an order with the VAT deducted, so who
is keeping the cash saved on VAT? I suspect it is purely a case of laziness, because there are re
latively few of us in the Forces Overseas, we lumped with the normal overseas customer,

I am also finding it difficult to find an Airfix dealer who can meet my rather substantial
orders for Napoleonics, fully or in a reasonable time, i.e. usually two months. So any stockist
who thinks he can deal with the problem let me know. Our Club is a dozen strong and looks like
growing, thanks to a fellow subscriber to your magazine, John Watt and his fine collection."

Sgt. J. Keats, Q.-D.G., BFPO 30.

ooOoo

'•These latest issues of the Newsletter are magnificent. I hope I have induced another English
man to subscribe - his name is Sydney Daniels and he works for our London firm. I am going to sub
scribe to a fascinatingjjnagazine published by Interavia in Switzerland called International Defense
Review. It contains thli latest in tactics and arms of Nato, U.S. and U.S.S.R. armies.

Soon I hope to send you an account of the Battle of Pharsalus as a wargame."

Ralph PeterH^nderson, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil.

ooOoo—- -

"I enclose a few thoughts on a couple of books that I have read recently that may be of interest
to your subscribers.

The F'eninsula War ; R.Parkinson. Part of a series entitled the "British at War", the general
editor is Ludovie Kennedy. This volume has the limited aim of providing a general view of the
Peninsular War and does so very successfully. For detailed information the longer and more special
ised books will be required but anyone who seeks a general- introduction to the War will find this
book useful. It gives a concise but detailed chronological account, especially in its many refer
ences to contemporary letters and journals. It presents many of the forgotten aspects of the War,
its 'horror, excitement and drudgery and rightly cites it as the first guerilla war. The text is
supplemented by many drawings, paintings and maps which complement the beautifully lucid text.

In perspective, this book is recommended to the novice whose knowledge is limited to his school
history lessons. He should read it and then venture onto the more learned books. "The Peninsula
War" is an admirable book because it presents, simply and lucidly, the battles, the conditions and
above all the personalities that are so interesting and essential to the wargamer.

Napoleon's Peninsula Marshals ; R.Humble. On a subject that has been sadly neglected as the
topic for a single book, this must be a very welcome addition both to the military historian's and
the wargamer's libraries. Before its advent, information had to be hunted out in various longer
works on the War as a whole.

This book considers each of the Marshals who fought in Spain, after a general introduction that
considers the Napoleonic Wars and the making of the Marshals themselves. With this as a background,
it is very easy to understand them as individuals and'to see the reasons for their failure to subdue
Spain and Portugal, although the Marshals were one of the reasons why Napoleon had such a strangle
hold on Europe for so many years.

The book takes the War and sub-divides it into various parts e.g. Torres Vedras, Ciudad Rodrigo;
from Badajoz to Salamanca. The Marshals emerge as individuals falling roughly into two categories,
the incompetent such as Jourdan, and the geniuses - Soult, Ney and Massena. In the valuable final
chapter Mr. Humble makes a judgement on each of them; obviously Napoleon himself did not understand
'the Spanish Ulcer', complicated by the well-meaning but embarrasing presence of his brother Joseph.
The further reading list is good, giving some very useful hints about other books that are available
on the subject."

A.J.Hawker, Westminster, London.

ooOoo

"Having just finished reading the December issue of Wargamer's Newsletter I thought I would take
this opportunity of saying that it was for me a very good issue. I particularly liked the article by
Pete and Dave Perkins on the Russian Artillery System of 1805, an article Ifdund both interesting and
useful. The Skirmish Line, though not my own particular period is nevertheless drawing me more to
wards it. The Johnsons Crossing certainly sparked off something. Although unable to take part in
any way at the recent Nottingham Wargames Association I was very grateful for the results that were
published. Belonging to the Manchester Area Wargames Society I noticed we had 2 Runners Up, in
-Ancients Chris jTSfalos and in ACW Pete Stansfield. Well done boys and indeed congratulations to
all those mentioned. Convention reports are a boon for those of us less fortunate and not able to
attend. Many thanks for yet another good issue."

Johnny Johnson of B.F.P.O..801.



Must List

wargames figures. Their regular advert in these
pages keep you up to date and, if they get around
to letting ;ne see the odd sample figure, I'll tell you more ahout them!

When first 1 hegan wargamlng, there came a time when there were just no wargames figures available
in Great Britain and delays of up to six months in obtaining 30mm figures from U.S.A. Then to my
rescue came Ronald Spencer-Smith (66 Long Meadow, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey) whose 30mm plastic war-
games figures, selling at ridiculously low prices, came to my notice and were purchased in their
hundreds. Easily converted, they took their place as troops of almost every conceivable period and are
still regularly used in our Thursday evening wargames at 69 Hill Lane, Southampton. I now hear from
Ronald that after considerable and frustrating delays, his new "CONNOISSEUR" range of 30mm ^erican War
of Independence figures are shortly to be available at the low price of 44 infantry for £1.00p. The
range includes British Grenadiers and Light Infantry with officers and other ranks; British Line
Battalion Company Infantry; an American ranger; Lafayette Light Infantry - officers and privates;
Loyalist Light Infantry officers and other ranks with hatchets (can also be painted as ^erican or
British). In addition there is a new American Civil War cannon which sell at four for £l;00p or £1.60p
with crews. These guns can also be painted up to represent a Napoleonic British 9-par peld gun. 11
you really want cheap figures, larger than Airfix but of a size that enables them to fit in reasonably
with the present 25mm scale ranges, then send a stamped addressed envelope for a price list to Rona
Spencer-Smith. Of course, his standard range from the old days of Modern Army, American War of
Independence, American Civil War, Napoleonic, Seven Years War, etc., are still available. He is pre
pared to allow 33i/^ discount on minimal orders of £10 on any figures from his entire range.

Greenwood and Ball Ltd (6l Westbury Street, Thornaby on Tees, Cleveland County) are a long estab
lished firm making excellent model soldiers. Now they have come out with a series of uniform reference
booklets - the first No.1 UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR - PRUSSIA. The prime object of these book
lets is to present the uniforms as fully as possible, in an easy to read form, concentrating on the men
themselves as the history of the war has been so frequently covered in other publications. Mainly due
to the very high cost of colour printing, the book retails at 85p but I do not think they need to apolo
gise for the price because this is a most comprehensive and valuable publication. Both with illustra
tions and a mos1 comprehensive text the booklet details all that one requires to know about Infantry
Headdress; Infantry Uniforms; Frei Corps; Infantry Standards; Hussar Uniforms; Dragoon Uniforms and
Standards; Cuirassier Uniforms and Standards; Guards du Corps and Artillery. In addition to many pages
of black and white line drawings the book includes a full-page in colour of Infantry and Cavalry Stand
ards and three full colour pages containing 22 Infantry and Cavalry figures oi the Prussian Army of the
period. Over and above the uniform information there are details of the principal battles of the War
including the numbers engaged, guns and losses and also techni
cal details of the Artillery used by the Prussian Army. If this f
series is able, in these days of high inflation, to continue at 1
a reasonable price then when complete it should be an invaluable
source of reference to both military modellers and to wargamers.

The colourful range of figures on the right are the latest M
54mm metal figures from ROSE MINIATURES of 15 Llanover Road, J|^ ^
London SE18 3ST, consisting oi Mesolitlic People; Cantinieres; MjK
British officers and Light Infantrymen; British officers and jHs oT V
Light Infantrymen of the American Revolution period. Never ^ W
forceful or pushing, this highly talented firm of commercial
manufacturers continue to regularly turn out the highest grade
of model soldiers. Their small
range of 25mm and 30mm wargames _
figures is worthy of attention. A
the ROSE MINIATURES catalogue mm 'W W MT ^ W
costs £1.00p and supplements vf

s pre-



are sent free afterwards. For 25 and 30mm lists only, send a stamped addressed foolscap envelope.
The small hut pleasing range of wargames scale figures put out hy ROSE MINIATURES are worthy
of your attention.

A new maker of wargames figures whom I have not previously encountered is ROS FIGURES of 93
Wolfington Road, London SE27. They advertise a "Budget" series of 25mm figures consisting of packets
of 10 infantry or 4 cavalry for 45p per packet. Their current series includes Roman Infantryman,
Asiatic Archer, Roman Cavalry, Cataphract, Greek Successor Phalangite, French Guard Grenadier, French
Line Grenadier, French Line Fusilier, British Flank Co. in stove pipe shako, British Battalion Co. in
stove pipe shako, Highlander. All figures in advancing positions, fully detailed, precision white
metal casting. In addition, ROS FIGURES turn out 1:300 scale micro-armour with a reasonable range of
German, U.S., U.S.S.R. and British tanks. One interesting facet is-the 79th Armoured Brigade which
consists of Churchill Bridgelayer, Churchill Arc, Churchill AVRE, Churchill Crocodile, Sherman Flail
and Sherman DD. Post and packing you must include: lOp for up to first 10 tanks, then 5p for each
group of 10 tanks thereafter. 25mm figures 5p per pack. Overseas airmail: 25p for first 10 tanks,
then 20p per group of 10 tanks thereafter. 25mm figures 25p per pack.

Still on wargames figures, our old friends MINIATURE FIGURINES of Southampton are, notwithstand
ing the Christmas break, still assiduously churning out wargames figures, including both completely
new additions and many re-styled figures. Among the latter are Napoleonic cavalry with horse furni
ture to suit the individual regiments. There is general agreement that these re-styled figures re
present a vast improvement over their original ranges. The American Civil War and the American War
of Independence ranges have been considerably expanded of late and, in keeping with the Bi-Centenary
of the American Revolution, they have put out such interesting ranges as Haslets' Delaware Blues; the
British 38th Regiment; the Queen's Rangers and Hesse Cassel Regiment. There are new Science Fiction
Mythical Earth and Rennaissance figures also available. Recently discussing Miniature Figurines new
ranges, a group of experienced wargamers expressed the opinion that their English Civil War range
were perhaps the best wargames figures they had ever encountered. Unfortunately inflation has struck
in Southampton as elsewhere and the current prices of MINIATURE FIGURINES models are now foot figures
8p; riders 9p; horses lip; personality figures lOp.

Some years ago when visiting Hull, I had the privilege of meeting Bill Lamming - in fact he and
his Atfi^e, Peter Gilder and I went out for a Chinese meal together. At that time I remember Bill was
working very hard producing wargames figures and his wife was doing the casting - she slaved over a
hot stove in every sense of the word! Bill has progressed a long way since those days and from 45
Wenlock Street, Hull HU3 IDA, he turns out ranges of 25mm models in Napoleonic, Mediaeval, Ancient
and Viking periods. His catalogue is 12p and contains much of interest to wargamers.

Imported into
Great Britain by
Richard Kohnstam Ltd.,
are the new ESCI models

of 1:72 scale armour.

The latest are German
and include the Pzkpfw
2 Ausf F. 150mm
Hummel and the 105mm
Wespe. I am told
that the models are

excellently detailed
and that each includes

a crew figure (two in
the Hummel). A
feature of these

modals is their

simple construction
which follows a

purely diagrammatic
construction sheet

and the kits come

complete with a
choice of excellent

matt finish decals

and on the back of

each box there are

colour scheme draw

ings for four variants
of each vehicle.

With the avowed

intention of making
the Old West live

again, Steve Curtis,
Mike Blake and Ian
Colwill have turned
out their "genuine
and original Old West
Skirmish Rules 1816-
1900" (available from
Skirmish Wargames,
Steve Curtis, 13 St
Decuman's Road,
Watchet TA23 OHR,
Somerset, price

THE

©liS
Skirmish Rules ■ 1816 -1900

you side Crockett and

^  Travis at the Aiamo in '36?

wj jij^ your Springfield carbine jam, fighting Crazy Horse's Sioux
W<f Greasy Grass in '76?

/Wu Im Were you in the street when the James boys hit the Bank at
ll3 Northfieid in '76?

•-— —-Pfean the early mountain men pushing west up to the desert

-— campaigns against Geronimo, live again the legendary deeds

—^ of the American frontier - only this way find out what it was

— ■ — reaiiy i ike.

These rules use 54mm, 30mm or 25mm figures, so that each man is a character in his own

right, with various abilities. There's a big section on weapons of the period from bow and
arrow, and fl intiock pistol, through pepperbox revolvers up to Colts, Winchesters and

Gatling guns. It's al l here - saloon brawls, drunks, high noon showdowns, trail-drives,

how to rope a critter (four or two legged) , or whield a bull-whip, even how to hang your

hardware. There's an excellent section on the frontier army .and another on the hostiies

they fought. Should your hobos need to hop a freight then our railroad rules will enliven

your game. Our water section has your mountainmen aboard a birch-bark canoe shooting

rapids in pursuit of Indian raiders, or a blockade-runner raising sail during the Civil War,
or a paddle-steamer chonking down the Mississippi. We give you a few ideas for figure

conversions and interesting situation games and wind up with some thoughts on further
reading. Percentages are used for ai l calculations and the necessary 20-sided Dice are

available from us. Don't miss these personalised rules that let you tangle with the tough
est and come out on top. Close on a 100 pages (plus Summary sheets for easy rule handl
ing), lavishly illustrated by Mike (Botch) Blake and Ted Herbert, with excelient ruies by Ian

(KicO Coiwil l and the whole spiced with dry period chat and humour from a certain Steve (Long
Haired) Curtis - quite simply, these are the best set of individual rules around today with so
much more to offer from the exploits of- yesterday.



£1.30p including postage in U.K. only, J^3.25 plus ^1.75 airmail to U.S.A. total ^5.00). This is not
just a set of rules hut a fascinating handbook on the Old West reflecting the deep enthusiasm and
knowledge of its authors. Fascinating information mingles with practical .hints on conversions and
workable rules -that even cover smell! The bibliography is excellent and about the only omission in
my opinion is from their list of Western movies which does not include the most realistic of them
all THE CULPEPPER CATTLE COMPANY. Nothing 1 write about these rules can approach the description
given on their own hand-out, so here it is. Quaint, ain't it?

ESCl MODELS OF 1:72 SCALE ARMOUR

Along with Skirmish Wargames, when thinking of rules ones mind also justifiably considers THE
WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP (whose advert appears elsewhere in this issue). Like the Skirmish Wargamers
Group from Bristol, Bob O'Brien and Phil Barker represent all that is commendable and stimulating
about our hobby. Admittedly there are commercial aspects to their industry, nevertheless what they
are doing is so good for the hobby and has had such effects—in—depth that they are entitled to every
reluctant penny they squeeze out of you mean devils who fight wargames. 1 say that with a smile
flickering on my lips because I do not want to upset anyone — nevertheless, I am afraid that, apart
from buying actual wargames figures (and then moaning alaout their price) wargamers do not exactly
throw their money around! Anyway, to get back to the Wargames Research Group — recently they sent
me their latest game SEA STRIKE which will be reviewed in these pages shortly. Not being particular
ly bright at these games and, as so frequently expressed, 1 am not an amateur reviewer who throws
ajoiind uncuttiorised opinions, this review is being done by no less an authority than Keith Robinson
of Leicester Micro Models. My 13 year old son and his friend were given the game over Christmas and
seemejJ to have got down to it very well which I suppose has some connection with the famous Marx:
Brothers joke where Groucho is told that a document is so simple that a three year old child could
understand it — so he asked them to send out for an infant of that age to give him some assistance!

Once upon a time, it seems many years ago, I wrote a book called NAVAL WARGAMES which has been
re—printed about four times and still sells well. It seems that its publication marked the end of
any opportunity 1 might have had to fight Naval wargames but I have always had a sneaking attraction
for them and hope to be invited into somebody elses' set-up at some convenient date. When this
occurs 1' have no doubt that we shall be using, in some form or other, some of the products of NAVWAR
PRODUCTIONS LTD of 48 East View, Barnet, Herts EN5 5TN. They turn out naval wargames rules for the
Ironclad era 1860-1880 at 60p and also provide 1:1200 scale American Civil War vessels aft ■20p each.
Thev also liave naval wargames rules for the Napoleonic era at 60p and Napoleonic 1:1200 warships for
25p' each, which includes an interesting range of British, French and Spanish ships. Of course, one
of the glories of naval wargaming is that one can fight even the biggest battles, such as Trafalgar,
using exactly the same number of ships as took place in the historic conflict - this is a bit of one-
upsmanship even on Individual Skirmish wargaming!

If you are Naval wargaming then it is almost certain that you will have noticed the advert of
MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES of Lower Balloo Road, Groomesport, Co. Down, N. Ireland BTl 921U - the
fact that they can still continue in business from that strife-stricken area speaks well for their
fortitude and industry! However, Cameron Robinson — an old acquaintance of mine of many years stand
ing, is a most enterprising fellow who carries large stocks of ENSIGN waterline ships in 1:200 scale;
their main ships in the same scale together with Triang, Fleeting and Mini—ships has a wide range of
1:200 scale spares. MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES are also the British agents for the French firm of^
SEGOM who turn out a rather interesting line in 25mm plastic Napoleonic wargames figures. Send 6^p
stamp for full listings of these figures.

Earlier I wrote on a newly arrived firm selling Micro-armour. In all fairness I must remind you
that HEROICS FIGURES of 22 Mowbray Court, Mowbray Road, London SE19 2RL, also has a very fine line of
1:300 scale micro—tanks. Personally, 1 think their 1:300 micro—people are absolutely fantastic in
their definition and appearance for such tiny figures. Adding another dimension to wargaming these
quarter-inch high figures are not only cheap at 50p per pack of 50 or more infantry, 20 or more
cavalry and 5 guns and crews, but they also come in a wide range. The current list includes World
War II German, British, Russian and U.S. Infantry and heavy Infantry weapons packs; French Napoleonic
Guard, Line and Voltigeurs, Cuirassiers, Lancers, Line, Chasseurs a Cheval, Guard and Line Foot
Artillery, British Line, Rifles, Highlanders, Dragoons, Scots Greys, Horse and Foot Artillery packs;
A.C.W. Federal Infantry and Skirmishers, Confederate Infantry and Skirmishers, Federal and Confederate
Cavalry, and Artillery packs; Roman Legion, Light Infantry and Cavalry packs, auxiliary Archers,
Greek city Phalanx, Gauls and Elephants; Nato and Warsaw Pact Infantry and heavy Infantry weapons
packs.

Last month I mentioned a new range of 15mm metal wargames figures in the American Civil War
range made by SOLDIER ON MINIATURE MODELS, 11 Cyril Road, Springbourne, Bournemouth, Dorset BH8 8QE.
Infantry at 15p per pack of 5; Cavalry at 20p per pack of 3 and Artillery guns and crews at various
prices. All well designed and detailed these figures are worthy of attention. Their next range,
Napoleonics of the Peninsular War period, will inevitably bring them into competition with other
already established designers - to the wargamers benefit. To keep costs down, all SOLDIER ON!
figures are supplied untrimmed and, where cleaning is necessary a small knife and needle file will
give good results.

A new and lively outfit seem to be MINIATURE WARFARE LIMITED (no connection past or present with
the now defunct magazine) but a fully registered Company directed by G. Erik and G. Butler, at 183
The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. They stock practically everything that the wargamer or military-
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BOOK

REVIEWS
BLENHEIM by David Green. (9|" x 6"; 162 pages; 28

The author, writer of many official handbooks including
that for "Blenheim Palace" and other hooks on personalities
of the early 18th century, has a most suitable background
for writing this book. He has drawn on his own extensive
knowledge- backed by contemporary records, skilfully using
Extracts from the writings of soldiers, statesmen and
authors of the day. The illustrations are helpful, particu-
larly those in colour, of the Blenheim tapestries la a The church «t Blenheim in I96i. Thkpictur«wM

... ,, ,, • >e , i taken recentiY bv one of two meo of Ihe ̂wmersetsuccinct yet informative style, the author deals with the imd ComwJI Light Inf^try during .n ndrentnre-
events leading up to the battles of the Schellenberg and training expedition. The rilUgerB proudly pre.
Blenhefm; the battles themselves and their aftermath. Easily aerre a monument ereeted to Marlhorough'a dead.
assimilated, the book provides a competent account of these
stirring days that is highly suitable for the wargamer specialising in this period. It is quite
obvious from reading of these two battles that their reproduction with 5mm Regimental blocks could
be a most interesting table-top conflict.

GERMAN ARMOURED CARS OF WORLD WAR TWO by John Milsom and Peter Chamberlain. (10" x 7J"; 128
pages; over 200 illustrations. Arms and Armour Press - £3.50p).

Being not unfamiliar with the difficulties of obtaining photographs required to illustrate books,
my mind boggles at the wonderful collection contained in this volume. If you are interested in war-
gaming World War 11 or indeed in armoured vehicles generally, then this would seem to be the defini
tive work on German armoured cars. It illustrates the history of that Country's wheeled armoured
vehicles from the developments of the late 1920's, undertaken secretly to circumvent the Versailles
Treaty, to the perfected vehicles of World War 11. The photographs, the majority of which have never
before been published, show several views of each vehicle and the text describes their technical
characteristics, including armour, armament, engine, suspension, performance and dimensions. It in
cludes four, six and eight-wheeled vehicles; all have been comrpehensively. & carefully researched by
two extremely well-known names in this field.

ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES OF THE WORLD by Christopher F. Foss. X 5i"; 192 pages; photo
graphs on every page plus eight page colour section. Ian Allan Ltd - £2.95p).

This is an up-dated version of a book which appeared in 1971 but it is in effect a new book.
There have been so many developments in the field of armoured fighting vehicles with old vehicles
being phased out of service, others under development have now entered service or have been abandoned.
Many vehicles have been improved and updated and their performance and characteristics have changed.
Therefore the tables in the book have been updated as have the sections on development, variants and
user countries. All data is now metric and much additional information had been added and all the

photographs are new. Material for the book has come from over seventy Governments, companies and
individuals all over the world. Claimed to be the most comprehensive book in the English language
on modern armoured fighting vehicles, there is little doubt that this claim is pretty well justified.
As an old tank man, 1 go to Catterick and Bovington and clamber around over Scorpions and Chieftains
witliout having the slightest idea of their technical details or capabilities. Armoued with the
knowledge gained from this book 1 hope to be able to dazzle some of the highly professional corporals
and sergeants at these establishments when next 1 visit them! Strongly recommended to anyone inter
ested in armour and wargaming in the post World War 11 period but more than that, this book is a most
impressive demonstration of the military engineering capabilities of so many countries of the World.
On the other hand, one could deplore the fact that so much ingenuity should be used to this end al
though it cannot be denied that defending ones country from invasion must be a service to humanity.

AND KILL MIGS by Lou Drendel. This is one of the excellently produced SQUADRON/SIGNAL PUBLICA
TIONS and deals with air-to-air combat in the Vietnam War. Taking four years to produce it contains
a wealth of data on both American and Vietnam (Russian) aircraft. The text is most intei^esting, con
sisting of official reports from combat pilots plus technical details, including a complete list of
all the aircraft, their pilots who brought down any enemy during this protracted war. It also con
tains a number of full-pages in colour, showing aircraft of both sides. At ji6.95, 1 believe this
book is obtainable from English distributors.

CLUB FRANCAIS DE LA FIGURINE HISTORIQUE

From Pierre de Bieville of 50 Boulevard Malesherbes, Paris Vlll, France, 1 received a copy of
this Club's Bulletin CFFH. Although in French, 1 found it very interesting and a most creditable
Club publication. It reviews new figures (and this issue mainly British!) and has numerous illustrat
ed articles on military subjects. These include Belgium Regiments in French service; Flags of the
French Army as well as illustrations of those of 1791; illustrated article on the 19th Regiment of
Dragoons 1808; the French Colonial Wars are covered in an article on Camel Corps in the Niger region;
Cossacks - a very full article on their employment before and during the Napoleonic Campaigns plus
questions and answers, etc. As far as 1 can make out the subscription to the magazine is 30 francs ̂
per annum and the Club meets on the third Saturday of the month at No. 3 Rue de le Trinite, Paris 9e.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - January 1975- Contains much on aircraft plus well illustrated articles on
5Amm figure conversion (Balaclava); Renaissance Warfare - the Swedish Army; 1:76 scale Rocket-firing
Hannomag; German Fortifications in Jersey; British Army Uniforms 166O-I9OO; Wargamers column; also
reviews of latest hooks, kits, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Winter 197A. Contains articles on the
following - The Ikth King's Light Dragoons in India hy W.Y.Carman (with an excellent colour plate);
Army Life 1757; Service Dress and Equipment 1902-1908; The British Army in 1850; Lieutenant-Colonel
J.Pennycuick (with his son killed at Chilianwallah in 18^9); plus excellent hook reviews, notes, etc,
- a very good issue.

ARQUEBUSIER - Issue No. 10. This is the journal of the Pike and Shot Society and is always full
of interesting articles such as Memoirs of a Cavalier hy Daniel Defoe; The English Civil War - action
at Powick, the assault on Cirencester and the capture of Shrewsbury; Th^ Civil War as it affected
North Wales 16A2-45; Naval Warfare in the Mediterranean 1530-1573; English County Levies; Military
Paintings in the Amsterdam Rijksmuseum; The Pike and Shot period; Why did Constantinople fall''- and
a contemporary description of Turkish forces. There are also letters, figure reviews, etc.

BATTLE - January 1975. This heautifully produced "modern" magazine includes fine articles on
the latest aircraftj ships and equipment of the British Army; The Atlantic Partnership; Remotely
piloted vehicles; Tank Training; review of the hook "Wellington in the Peninsular; Mines in the
Dardanelles; The Israel Navy; Western Europe tinder Soviet Pressure; ' plus hook reviews and letters
and some very fine pages in colour.

BATTLEFLEET - Volume 8. This magazine of the Naval Wargames Society contains articles on South
American warships in the 19th century; Evolution of the game "Seastrike"; 1:3000 scale modelling;
general notes, reviews of models, letters, etc.

THE BULLETIN OF THE MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY - November 197^. Contains good authoritive
articles on Dress Regulations for Officers of the Army in the 19th century; Crimean Uniforms; Gunners;
Boer War Reserve Regiments; The Bengal Regiment of Artillery 1840-1858; plus numerous contributions
on buttons, badges, etc; book reviews, letters.

THE COURIER - Volume VI-6. This fine American wargaming magazine contains articles on Trajan's
Army in the Parthian War; The U.S. Army in the Spanish-American War .eiJa 1895-1910; Crimean War rules;
A Battle Report; National Differences; notes on rules; Renaissance wargaming plus reviews of books,
rules, etc.

DISPATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - Autumn 1974. Has illustrat
ed articles on The Black Watch 1855-56; French Foreign Legion in Mexico 1863-7 plus book reviews.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - November-December 1974. Contains b most interesting article revolv
ing around the game Panzerblitz, explaining in detail each weapon, position, etc., involved in the
game - this is valuable for other than board-wargamers as there are pictures of all the equipment.
There are also other articles of interest and value to board-wargamers including one on a sophisti
cated mechanical JUTLAND.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY Club Magazine - DECEMBER 1974. Very creditably keeps going in
difficult days, this one includes all the usual letters, reviews, etc., plus articles on the Spanish-
American War in Cuba; The Italian-Imperial Guard as Reserves.

MILITARY MODELLING - January 1975- A fine issue fabulously produced as always and containing
well illustrated articles on the Confederate forces in the American Civil War; modern diorama; .
uniforms of the S.S.; Motor Torpedo Boats; The Blunderbuss; A.C. Armoured Cars 1915; plus extremely
full reviews of the latest books, figures, plastic kits, etc., etc.

PANZERFAUST - No.64. This is said; to be a special miniatures edition and contains articles on
the Wargamer's Guide to the American Civil War; The Battle of Middleton set up as a wargame; Russo-
German wargame; Chainmail Fantasy Variant; December 1941; reviews of various boardgames plus book
reviews and letters.

RANK AND FILE - Newsletter of the Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society. This enthusiastic Club seems
to be going great guns and their Newsletter is full of reports of wargames and arrangements for future
battles. It also contains kit reviews and articles on manufacturing a pillbox plus a controversial
article on the American Civil War and notes on the British Armoured Division during the Desert
Campaign.

SLINGSHOT - November 1974. Packed with authoritative information as always, this issue contains
the usual Question and Answer arguments which in themselves contain a vast amount of information plus
articles on Byzantine Formations and Drill in the 6th and early 7th centuries by Phil Barker; The
Imperial ChineseArmy 480 BC to 220- AD; Scinio Africanus; The Destruction of London Bridge plus all
the usual stimulating features. The Society has also put out a supplementary issue which contains the
best articles from early issues of Slingshot. These are The War Chariots of the Egyptians by DerygkY
Guyler; and Assyrian War Chariots by the same author; Ancient Japanese Wargames; An Ideal Ancient
Army; The Mongols; Medieval Sieges as a Wargame; Artillery of the Ancients; A Concise History of the
Known Legions; Roman Military Awards; The Army of Xerxes and The Use of Elephants in the Ancient
World. Everyone a gem! l4-



NOTICE BOARD
Wargamers in the NYC area are asked to contact A. Margolis, 1A8 E. 8A, No, 50, New York City,

N.Y. 10028, U.S.A. He is particularly interested in 15 and 25mm wargaming in Ancient (WGR) and
Napoleonie (CLS) periods.

ooOoo

The Stretford Tactical Society held its first game meeting at the Stretford Civic Theatre on
Saturday, 11th January 1975 at 6 p.m. and thereafter meets on the 2nd Saturday of each month. The
Theatre is within easy reach of most parts of the Greater Manchester Area. All types of hoard and
tahle'-top games will be played and more meetings will he arranged if there is sufficient demand.
Enquiries to C.B.Tofalos, 2 Almond Walk, Partington, Manchester M31 ^PH - telephon number 061-775-
3930.

ooOoo

John Norris of Hillside, Jackson's Lane, Highgate Village, London N6 5SR, will he pleased to
hear from anyone interested in Seven Years War gaming, and particularly from those who would he in
terested in meetings in central London.

ooOoo

A NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM RELEASE - MODEL SOLDIERS; The National Army Museum is now showing part
of its collection of model soldiers in the entrance hall.

Model warriors have been made from many different materials for use as votive gifts to the gods,
for decoration, as toys and for military instruction. Battles fought with them have been ineluded
in the training of soldiers. The history of model soldiers can he traced hack to ancient Egypt, hut
it was not until the eighteenth eentury that they were mass produced. From that date the flat, half-
round, solid, and hollow-cast figures began to make their appearance. The museum's display contains
examples of all these types. Alongside a representative display of William Britain's early hollow-
cast figures are modern examples of slate, metal and rubber moulds for casting figures. Over 200
soldiers are on parade.

For further information please telephone me on 01-730-0717 Ext 22 or drop me a line - Elizabeth
Talbot Rice, National Army Museum, Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HT.

ooOoo

Medals and decorations awarded to the Coldstream Guards and formerly housed in the regimental
headquarters are now on loan to the National Army Museum. A selection is on show in the Uniform
Gallery. Valour, long service, campaign, commemorative medals are included, as well as regimental
insignia ranging from the middle of the seventeenth century to the second world war. They have never
before been seen by the public and, although only part of the regimental collection, they illustrate
clearly the long and remarkable history of a great British regiment.

ooOoo

Aircraft enthusiasts! The editor of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has for sale a large number of NEW
American publications on Military aircraft. They include books put out by Aero Publishers; Arco
Publishing Company and Squadron (Aero Series), difficult to obtain in this country and certainly
cheaper than sending to U.S.A.

MUST LIST - Continued from Page 27
ooOoo

collector requires but more than that they are involving themselves in wargaming activities in the
area. Their latest "despatches" says:- "1975 CAMPAIGN will introduce promised series of demonstra
tion/talks on modelling and painting militaria - admission by limited invitation - details will be
posted later. MINIATURE WARFARE TATTOO; On Saturday, 1st March, in association with ToWells War-
gamers Society, we are staging a Miniature Warfare Tattoo in which all Wargames and Model Soldier
Societies are invited to participate. Guest of Honour will be Mr. PETER GILDER of Hinchliffe Models,
technical consultant for the famous "Callan" film - we hope to present the original Gettysbury lay
out and armies as featured in the film - attractions will include wargames demonstrations. - displays
- exhibits - stands featuring militaria - modelling and painting competitions - prizes will include
a superb "CHARLES STADDEN" Trophy and cash/vouchers. Units and rankers can register for participation
NOW - full details released soon."

ooOoo——

"I find your magazine resembles a table tennis game! It is full of arguments, statements and
counter-statements and protests. I agree with year old A.Brammal of New Maiden when he feels
the same as I- do about it."

A. Konstan.



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

CORONET MINIATURES a New Range of Figures from Canada in 54mm.
C-BI Northwest Mounted Policeman. 1884. Winter Dress. £2.25
C-B2 Polish Winged Hussar (kit of 52 pieces) £2.55
C-B3 13th century Knight, choice of War or Tournament lance head, with

Helm or bareheaded £2.55
C-B4 13th century Squire £2.25
C-55 Pjct. (55 BC) £2.25
C-B6 French Foreign Legionnaire in Mexico (1863-67) with kepi or

bareheaded, separate Sombrero £2.25
C-B7 Yeoman of the Guard (1520) £2.25
ALL the above in kit form.

NEW 80mm PEWTER FIGURES BY CHARLES STADDEN
CSI British Grenadier, 1750, throwing grenade
CS2 Private, Coldstream Guards, 1815
CS3 Private, Scots Guards, 1830
CS4 British 'Para', present day
CSS American Continental Line in Winter Dress (Buckskin Shirt)
ALL AT £2.50 EACH '
STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted kits, also
90mm figures, 25p (post 5p)-, 30mm list I5p (post 5p). Prices 54mm foot £1.25,
mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures £2.95. 30mm figures I5p foot, 60p mounted.

NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers £8.20.
FORGE only £3.00. 742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed jacket and
hungarian boots, I8I2-I8I3 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods Elite or Centre Co
available £1.65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-1815. Master Artificer and
Artificer in full dress 80p each. Smith working at anvil. Assistant Smith operating
bellows, Artificer carrying bucket and tools, pack of three only £1.65. We carry a
large stock of Historex kits and hold one of the largest stocks of spares In London
and Surrey. Catalogue 90p, post 8P, spares list free (send S.A.E.)

SERIES 77. Stage 14. PRUSSIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 1900
I4/I Trumpeter Saxon Carabinier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/2 Standard Bearer Garde Du Corps (Parade Dress)
14/3 Adjutant Line Cuirassier Regt. (Overcoat)
14/4 Officer Garde Du Corps (Gala Dress)
14/5 Trooper Garde Cuirassier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/6 Sergeant Major Line Cuirassier Regt. (Peaked Cap)
14/7 Officer Live Cuirassier Regt. (Undress Uniform)
Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits Foot
£1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.

NEW Stage 15 ROMANS here soon, send for list, S.A.E. please.

TROPHY, All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French Musketeer
1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20. Mounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine
Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Samurai £3.65, Sythlan Cavalryman £2.50.
NEW. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.

PHOENIX. All in stock, catalogue 40p (post 8p).
MEN O' WAR complete stock, all figures in kits at £2.50 each. .
LASSET-SANDERSON-CAMEO-GARRISON. All the Greenwood and Ball
range stocked. Catalogue 40p (post 8p) lists them all.

HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they are
released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue, or send for the new catalogue
50p (post 8p) or the current White List 6p (post 5p).

CLEAR ACRYLIC DUST COVERS, one-piece moulding, NO joints, very strong
—only one size 3^- in. x 3^- in. x 3t in., base not supplied. 60p each. Ideal for 2 or 3
54mm figures or small 30mm or 25mm dioramas.

AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle and
Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant—Superior 90s and Little General. Figures are
coming and going all the time so please place specific order and if we have in stock
we'll put on one side or order it for you.
PAINTED FIGURES. We have a number of Stadden 90mm Series 77 foot and
mounted. We can once again offer a painting service but for only 54mm and above.
Send S.A.E. for list of charges.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue £1.00, post 5p). S.E.G.O.M.
(free list, post 4p).

SHOP HOURS FROM
7th JAN '75

Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat 9.15 to 6 p.m.
SUNDAY. 10.00 to 4.30
CLOSED, Monday & Tuesday
NO parking meters or yellow lines and
wardens to worry you.

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, over £5
free, add I5p for orders under £5. Overseas
Mail (surface) add 20 per cent to order total.

ISQl
• Wickham Rd «*»*>

GHO

MICRO-

ARMOUR

NOW available;

GERMAN PARATROOPS 1940-1945

ALEXANDER THE GREAT,

GREEK INFANTRY

TIRANIAN ARCHERS

ALL £1.20 plus VAT

Ivlicro Sca,ieme^^ Iviacro Battles!

From 43 pence per pack of five Items - See the
full range of the original Micro-Armour at your

local hobby shop

Campatsn Colouttt
Campaign Colours are a range of oil-bound poster paints
especially deveiooed for the modeller.

The colours have been selected to cover all types of

modelling. For the best finish, it is advisable to paint

the model flat white before applying colour. The paints.-
have been specially compounded to dry slowly enough

to permit blending and shading on the model, and can be
applied in a thin enough coat to avoid masking even the

finest detail. The paint is non-toxic, light fast, and

dries to a matt finish. Some of the colours such as

Sky Blue and Orange tend to settle out after storing, they
can easily be remixed by snaking or stirring.

Gold and Silver come in powder form and are best used

by first dipping the brush in Varnish Media and then into
the powder.

1 WHITE

2 BRITISH SCARLET

3 ORANGE

4 YELLOW

5 YELLOW OCHRE

6 CHASSEUR GREEN

7 -FRENCH BLUE

8 SKY BLUE

9 BROWN

TO BLACK

11 ROYAL BLUE

12 PRUSSIAN DRAGOON BLUE

13 RIFLE GREEN

14 FRENCH ARTILLERY GREEN

15 MILITARY GREY

16 CRIMSON

Plus 5 HORSE COLOURS.

17 FLESH

18 GOLD

19 SILVER

20 VARNISH MEDIA

21 FRENCH RED

22 CHESTNUT BROWN

23 BUCKSKIN BUFF

24 KHAKI

25 POLISH CRIMSON

26 TANK STEEL GREY

27 GRASS GREEN

28 SAND

29 GERMAN FIELD GREY

30 BRITISH DARK GREEN

31 U.S. OLIVE DRAB

32 GERMAN RED BROWN

Standard Jars 14 pence;

Gold 21 pence; Media 9pence

Full Catalogue 50 pence (plus Spence postage)

netx) hiope Desfgo, rzotiYisurzy^ norzCYiumEerzlon'Oy ci.k.



SPECIALISTS IN METAL

MILITARY MINIATURES

103-WALSALL ROAD LICHFIELD STAFFS

Telephone: LICHFIELD 53180

WE are a Mail El rder Eompany.
stocking most of the major figure makes

Miniature figurines,Lasset.Eameo, 1
Sanderson, Qld Euard,'Hintor|,iiunt, plus —
tiinchliffe 54 mm 75mm-Renown,afv's.
Leicester micro tanks. Kirk micro tanks,
—^—and the fantastic ———

Plaka Paints! and lotsmore.
Why not send 5p in stamps for our lists

you know it nVakes sense

15 ""SsBY PETER LAING
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

BUTTON ST.NICHOLAS. HSREFORB. HHl ̂ BD.'MINDEH

NEW MEDISVAL "900" SERIES;

P901 Longbowman firing.
P904 Man at anna standing, with spear
P907 Dismounted knight with raised

aword,

A90C Man for carrying ladder (at
least 2 required).

A902 Cannon on elevating mount,(I2p),
A901 Small Bombard (6p).

P902 Longbowman marching.
,P905 Crossbowman firing
P908 Dismounted knight with glaive.
A904 Kneeling gunner.
A908 Man with sword for climbing

ladder.

A905 Cannon on fixed mount, (I2p)

A907 Ladder (6p).

P905 Man at arms marching, )
P906 Crossbowman loading. j AH
P909 Handgunner firing. 1

A905 Standing gunner. ) at
A910 Crew for A909 (at least 2)

required). ) 4p.
A911 Trebuchet (4 pt kit), 24p.
A909 Battering ram (6p).

M901 Mounted knight with lance, horse walking (with'
caparison).

M903 Mounted knight with sword, horse charging
(without caparison). j

M905 Mounted knight with war hammer, horse walking
(armoured).

M902 Mounted knight with lance, horse charging ) All
(with caparison). )

M904 Mounted knight with mace, horse walking ) at
(with caparison) j

)  8p
}  eaoh.

"1000 SERIES"

This series will contain 'link' figures which may serve to increase scope of more than one seriea. The
first items are Scottish and may be used with items from 100 and 300 Series for the '15'or '45' rebellions or
with the 500 Series as Montrose's army.

PlOOl Highlander with Lochaber axe
PIOO4 Highland drummer
PIOO6 Highland clansman with clay

more and shield

PlOlO Lowlander firing

F1002 Highland chieftain with musket
and shield

PIOO7 Lowland musketeer on guard
P1008 Advancing Highlander
PlOll Mounted Highland officer (8p).

FIOO3 Highland piper
FIOO5 Highland standard

bearer.

FIOO9 Highlander firing

OTHER NEW ITEMS

A121 Mortar (2pt kit) 12p
A122 4 wheeled mortar cart l6p
AI23 4 wheeled baggage cart I6p
AI23 Gabion 12p

.  A414 Assyrian chariot (3 pt kit) 12p
A415 2 man crew for above 6p

(A4IO suitable horse, 2 required) 6p
A4I5 Ballista (2 pt kit) 12p

A616 Gardner gun (3 r* k;; .
a617 Crouching naval sunnei
A519 Standing naval ;ninnf.'
A6I9 Maxim g'v- - ■ •



ENSIGN

t/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT. 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

I  MARINCO ULM :
AU5TCRUT2 IfNA

tViAU rniEOLAND .C  \ tTkAU FRItOLAND > \ ~

I * N • fCKMUWl ESSLIWG { N J r
:  VWAGRAMSMOUNSIt =

yg MOS.OV. ^ z
5^ VIENNE 8ERI.IN 1*^7 3
•^jMAORIO MOaCOU

S.E.G.O.M.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures It Hebbies
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

C AR OE .
IMPERULE

t'EMPEREUfl{ U \ f k| .
NAPOLtON
AUIRdGlMEHT ^
n( A aacuAaifOA jTTK.

MICHAEL'S MODELS BARCLAYCARD AND

PAYBONDS WELCOME

EASY PARKING

NORTH

SPECIAL OFFER

1. U.SA.F.

2. FRENCH AIR FORCE

3. R.A.F. EUROPEAN

4. JAPANESE AIR FORCE

646-648 HIGH ROAD, r„
N. FINCHLEY, LONDON N12 ONL

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY MAIL ORDER A PLEASURE PHONE 01-445 6531
LONDON STOCKISTS FOR LES APPLICATIONS RATIONELLES DRILLS

HUMBROL AUTHENTIC CAMOUFLAGE COLOUR KITS

6 TINLETS PER KIT WHILST STOCKS LAST
5. ITALIAN AIR FORCE 9. NAVAL VESSELS
6. U.S.A.F. VIETNAM 10. WORLD WAR ONE AIRCRAFT
7. FLEETAIRARM 11. N.A.T.O. AIRCRAFT

CE 8. MILITARY UNIFORMS 12. GERMAN RAILWAY No. 2

ONLY 55p Postage Paid U.K. Only

Avalon Hill Games
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE

The Avalon Hill General is dedicated to variations of strategy
of Avalon Hill Games. Historical articles, and useful background
information of current Avalon Hill Games.

Subscriptions 6 Issues £3.60 post free. Single copies 60p.

1  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battleof the American avil War) £4.90
2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon) £4.90
3 D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944) £430
4 STALING RAD (The Turning Point of the Russian

Campaign) £430
5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43) £430

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE

or in case of difficulty, direct, p.&p. 30p per game

6 MIDWAY (Carrie Warfare in the Pacific)

7 BATTLE OF THE BULGE (Ardennes 1944) ..

8 BLITZKRIEG (Hypothetical Strategic Modern Warfare)
10 KRIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare) . .
11 PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Front

W.W.II)

12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany). .
13 ® ^'W.l I (The Power Struggle preceding

14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's Invasion of France)
15 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR (Tactical Aerial Warfare W.W.II)
16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt in the Wilderness). .
23 TACTICS II (Two Nations in Conflict) . .
24 '1776'(Loss of the American Colonies) . .

Retailers' Inquiries welcomed

646 High Rd., N. Finchley N12 ONL 01-445



OTHER RANGES a vai lable. gre e ks, r o ma ns.gauls ,

G OTH S, NOR M A N ,S A X O NS , T U R K S, a n d a large selection of

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

PRICES. Infantry. 7ip Caval ry.18p
CATALOGUE lOp from Mol l Order Office

23 GR OVE R O A D,

leighton buzzard,

BE DS. LU7 8S F

U.S.A.
DISTRIB UT ORS.

Colorado.8 02 09

Denver.

metal miniatures.
25mm. Wargomes Figures.

Russian and Spanish.

Michigan.

An n Arbor.

1516 Montcloi r Place,

KIRWAN DISTRIBUTORS



WALL MODELS LTD.
ERIC and IVY KNOWLES

OPEN TO 6 p.m. EACH EVENING
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WiARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

LAMMING MEDIEVAL a.. ANCIENT RANGES
FULL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE at 15p including postage and packing
also a new book by F. LORAINE PETRE—

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN
GERMANY-1813-C3-95->-ps,p

NOW IN STOCK-FAMOUS WESTWOOD CALENDARS-1975

CAVALRY UNIFORMS - £3-20 and SOLDIERING - £2-60
EACH CONTAINING HIGH QUALITY FRAMEABLE PRINTS

MAIL

ORDER

TERMS

Under £5 add 20p
Over £5 post free

OVERSEAS;

Surface Mail 30%

Airmail 60%

U.K. ONLY:

All eix^uiries welcome
but please enclose SA.E.

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON E12 6PG. TELEPHONE: 01-472 2508

FOR WARGAMES, COLLECTOR'S

PIECES, etc.

FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE

EMPLOY AND ENJOY THE SERVICES OF

AN EXPERT.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT

The Wakefield Coin and Stamp Centre
7 Silver Street, Wakefield. Tel. 72510

" CLOSED WEDNESDAY

' Under X A
Two

Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place.
Wigmere Street, Lenden W.I.
Where all the leading makes of model soldiers, flats, plastic and metal kits,
connoisseur and wargame figures are stocked: together with all painting
and conversion accessories essential to the modeller. We stock also early
British and Continental antique toy soldiers, books, uniform plates, old

prints, bronze and porcelain of military interest.
Publications from Arms/Armour, Almark, Blandford, Osprey, Ian Allan,

Chas. Knight, and many others.
Uniform plates from Rousellot, Knotel, Hourtoulle. LePlumetand others.
Zinnfiguren by Tobinnus, Hafer, Lecke, Neckel, Scholtz.
New 54mm. Regency additions by Phoenix: Hussar and Lady dancing.

Lady playing pianoforte. Seated Cavalry Officer writing. Hansom Cab,
Royal Mail Coach.

From Hinchliffe: First five superbly detailed and animated, combination
figures by Sanderson of 24th Foot and Zulus to recreate: Isandhlawana,
Rorkes Drift, also four figures of American Revolution 1776, together
with 75mm. mounted Plains Indians.

Legionaries of The Roman Empire by Series 77 and other quality models
and accessories from: Rose, Men O'War, Trophy, Labayen, Historex,
Rubin, Valiant, Cavalier, The Old Guard, Ensign, Superior, Imrie/Rlsley,
Lasset, Bugle & Guidon, Humbrol, Campaign Colours.Garn'son. Together
with finely painted miniatures, vignettes of impeccable standard.

I t I Open Men.-Sat. 10-6 p.m

ce WIGMORE STREET

Regret no list available but mall orders supplied on any specified
items U.K. and Overseas.



Telephone: 01-584 2758

15 Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London S.W.7

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10,00-6,30. Sun, 2,00-5,00

AVALON HILL boxed wargames from stock

Tactics II

Gettysburg

D-Day

Waterloo

Stalingrad

Africa Korps
Midway

Battle of the Bulge

Blitzkreig

Panzer Blitz

Luftwaffe

Origins of W.W.II

France 1940

Richthofens War

1776 American War of

Independence

3.90 * Jutland 5.35)* These new
4.90 ^Anzio 74 5.35) items

4.90 Panzer Leader 5.35) available

4. 90 ,,, Chancellorsville *74 5,35) mid November.

4.90 Alexander the Great 5.35) Please order

4. 90 * The Third Reich 6.50) now.

4.90

4. 90 WARGAMSS RESEARCH GROUP

6.35

5. 90 Decline and Fall 3,30

5.90 Seastrike 3.90

5. 90

5.90 Please add 30p postage and packing

5.90 to all games.

We also stock all Wargames Research Group
Rules and books.

Now available at last full range of 285th G.H.Q, Micro Armour. Send S.A.E,
for list. Also new Heroics, NATO etc.

avwar ~
naval wargame rules for the

IRONCLAD ERA iseo-ieso
(including American Civil War)

Amtrican Civil War Vaasala-1:1200 Scala-20p aack

60p

CSS ATLANTA
CSS COLUMBIA
USS INDIANOLA
USS MONITOR
USS NEW IRONSIDES

USS PASSAIC
CSS QUEEN OF THE WEST
CSS RICHMOND
CSS WILMINGTON
CSS VIRGINIA

NAVAL WARGAME RULES FOR THE

NAPOLEONIC ERA 1793-1815
Hapolaonic Warahipa-1:1200 Scaia-2Sp aach (aicapt* 20paach)

60p

GREAT BRITAIN

VICTORY 1st Rate ROYAL GEORGE Isc Race

UNION 2nd Race CHRISTIAN VII 3rd Race

ACHILLE 3rd Rate BELLOROPHON 3rd Race

AGAMEMNON 3rd Rate LEANDER * 4ch Rate

GLATTON * 4ch Rate SHANNON • Sch Rate

FRANCE

COMMERCE DE MARSEILLES Ist Rate 1  LE SUPERBE 3rd Race

POMONE * 5ch Race 1 MARS * 6th Race

SPAIN

SANTISSIMA TRINIDADA Isc Rate SAN JOSEF Isc Race

FENIX 3rd Rate MEDEA ♦ Sch Rate

UNITED STATES

CONSTITUTION • 4ch Race 1 HANCOCK • Sch Rate

Greek Naval Rules (LWS) 60p DICE

World War One Naval (Skytrex) 50p Percentage Dice 25p per pair
World War One Naval (Leicester) 35p Average Dice 20p per pair
World War Two Naval (Leicester) 50p Ordinary Dice 20p per pair

Pott toi Pteklii oxtro Orders up to £1,12p; £2, 14p; £3,18p; £4, 20p,
Ovar £4 post frae

Send SAE for full list including-1:3000 Pre-Dreadnought Vessels
1:1200 Model Warships by Fleetline and Leicester

NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LTD.
48 EAST VIEW. BARNET, HERTS. EIM5 5TN.

MOST ADAPTABLE-

are our Wargame Rules for Infantry Platoon Action
1925-75. One figure = 1 man, provision for all types of
Support weapons and alternative scales for 20/25mm or
54mm figures, Airfix in particular. Special provision is
made for Reaction under fire — this is probably the most
important aspect of modern warfare and is well brought
out in the Rules.

Our Ancient (1,000 BC to 1,000 AD) Rules, now used
all over the World, are equally adaptable, in that players
who wish to concentrate on a particular narrow period of
time, or type of force, can add or amend factors to take
account of any special characteristics or conditions which
they consider could apply at that time (agreeing with their
opponent first, of course!). On the other hand, if playing
"away" or entertaining visitors, the Rules give a standard
to play to, so there is really no need to rack your brains
to produce a special set for each and every period and
nation of the Ancient World.

Prices: Infantry Action 1925/75 50p post free UK, USA
$2.00. Ancient 1,000 BC to 1,000 AD 95p UK, USA $2.60
We also have Rules for 1750/1850, Ancient Naval, and

1925/50 and 1950/75 all land arms, together with
reference books on Ancient Armies and our first two
games, Decline and Fall and SEASTRIKE.

Send an SAE for list to;

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75 Ardingly Drive, Goring by Sea, Sussex

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED



TBUITION Z3mm WABQAME FIOUBES PBESENTS...

THE AMEDICAN CIVIL WAD DANCE
De0ign«d by David Scheinmana

Tha ultiaata range of figurea to aatlafy the requirenenta of the wargaaer and the dioraaa

■aker in re-creating the battlea of the iaerican Civil War. Theae finely detailed figurea

are caat in white netal and are all available NOW.

the Union Army
UNION QEWERAL STAFF

US1 Qeneral in full dreaa
US2 Qeneral with field glaaaea
US3 Staff Officer with map

UNION INTANTRT

U1 Officer advancing
U2 Standard-bearer (NCO)
U5 Drummer
U4 Private firing
U5 Private advancing
U6 Private marching
U7 Private kneeling firing
U8 Private advancing at high port
U9 Private falling wounded

ZOUAVES (5th HEW YORK VOLS.)

UZ1 Officer advancing
UZ2 Standard-bearer

UZ3 Drxiamer
UZ'f Zouave firing
UZ5 Zouave advancing
UZ6 Zouave kneeling firing

BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS

BS1 Officer advancing
BS2 Bugler
BS3 Private firing
BS4 Private advancing leading
BS5 Private kneeling firing
GARIBALDI GUARD (39th HEW YORK)

GQ1 Officer advancing
GG2 Private firing
GQ3 Private advancing
GG4 Private advancing high port
G03 Private kneeling firing
IRON BRIGADE

IB1 Officer advancing
IB2 Standard-bearer
IB3 Drummer
m Private firing
IB3 Private advancing high port
IB6 Private advancing
IB? Private kleeling firing

UHIOH ARTILLERY

A1 Officer with field glaaaea
A2 Gunner with ramrod
A3 Gunner with ahot
A^ Gunner pulling lanyard

BHIOW CAVALBY (DISMOOHTED)
0C1 Officer pointing ..bre
CC2 Guidon-be.rer
BCJ Bugler
nc't Trooper firing carbine
BC5 Trooper carbine at high port
UC6 Trooper kneeling firing

UNION CAVALBT (MOUNTED)

UCM1 Officer charging with aabre
UCM2 Guidon-bearer
UCM3 Bugler
UCM't Trooper charging with sabre
UCM5 Trooper charging with pistol
UCM6 Trooper firing carbine
UCM7 Trooper falling wounded
UCM8 Officer shouldered sabre
UCM9 Trooper shouldered sabre

BUSH'S LANCEBS (MOUNTED)

UCM10 Trooper charging with lance
UCM11 Trooper shouldered lance

the Army
CONFEDERATE GENERAL STAFF

CS1 Qeneral Robert E. Lee
CS2 General J.E.B. Stuart
CS3 Officer with field glaaaea

CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

C1 Officer advancing
C2 Standard-bearer (officer)
03 Drummer
C'f Private (hat) firing
03 Private (kepi) advancing
C6 Private (hat) high port
07 Private (hat) kneeling firing
08 Private (kepi) firing
09 Private (hat) advancing
010 Private (kepi) high port
011 Private (kepi) kneeling firing
012 Private (hat) marching
013 Private (hat) loading
01^ Private falling wounded

CONFEDERATE ARTILLERY

A3 Officer waving kepi
A6 Gunner with ramrod
A? Gunner with rope and bucket
A8 Gunner with caae

CONFEDERATE ZOUAVES

Z1 Officer advancing
Z2 Zouave firing
Z3 Zouave advancing
Z'f Zouave kneeling firing
Z3 Zouave atandard-bearer
Z6 Zouave drummer

CONFEDERATE CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

CCM1 Officer charging
CCM2 Guidon-bearer

CCM3 Bugler
CCM^ Trooper charging with aabra
CCM3 Trooper firing carbine
0CM6 Trooper falling wounded
CCM7 Officer ahouldered aabre
CCM8 Trooper ahouldered aabre

TERRY'S TEXAS RANGERS (MOUNTED)

TRM1 Officer
TRH2 Ranger with ahotgun
TRM3 Ranger with piatol

AND A NEW RANGE.

the Indian Wins
UNITED STATES CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

IW1 Officer charging with aabre
IW2 Trooper firing piatol
IW3 Trooper with raiaed carbine
IW^ Trooper firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (MOUNTED)

IW3 Chief with lance
IW6 Warrior with raided carbine
IW? Warrior with club
IW8 Warrior firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (OH FOOT)

IW9 Warrior firing carbine
IW10 Warrior firing bow
IW11 Warrior with axe and knife
IW12 Warrior advancing

Eoraea are available in four
poaitiona:
Standing, Walking, Cantering
and Charging.

Foot Figurea 9p« Artillerymen lOp. Staff Officera and Standard-Bearera I2p«
Mounted Figurea 21p. (horaea lip. ridera lOp.)

Pleaae add poatage to all mail ordera

TRADITION 188 PICCADILLY
Telephone 01-73^ 1352

LONDON W1
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YOUUNSUCaEDWHERI
GEORGE WUHING10N HILED.

TheAmericansoldierofthe belts and straps ofthe uniform from the
Revolution 1775 is another add ition to the plastic sheet provided.
54mmCollectorsSeries. Thefine details ofthe musket, water

Thesesoldierswhofoughtunderthe bottle.ammunition pouch, back pack and
command of George Washington wore uniform haveall been authentically
manyvariationsofdressand although he reproduced in this 21 part kit.
tried to achievesome uniformity by issuing
dress regulation orders, due to desperate
shortages, he neverachieved this aim.The
uniform and equipment continued to vary
among Washington's troops. « , TlfT.

Th is Ai rfix figu re represents a n the world S biggest
infantryman clad in one ofthe styles ^construction kits,
adopted bythe patriots after the declaration ,

There are several alternatives when }^'
modellingthiskit.Thefigurecan bean NCO
carryingthespontoon ora standard bearer
or an infantryman carryingthe musket,

Thepackhasafullpaintingguideand . IB \ i 1
there is a template to be used for cutting the 1 ^ ^

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England

New to the world's biggest range
of construction kits.


